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Abstract  

DEPFET pixel sensors offer intrinsic amplification, low mass and a very high signal to 

noise ratio. They form an integral building block for the vertex detector system of the 

Belle II experiment, which will start data taking in the year 2017 at the new Super-

KEKB electron-positron collider in Japan. The particle bunch currents have a rather 

short lifetime in the order of 10 minutes. To keep the significantly increased luminosity 

of the collider constant over time, the bunch currents have to be topped off by injecting 

daughter bunches at a rate of 50 Hz. The particles in the daughter bunches produce a 

high rate of background (“noisy bunches”) for a short period of time, saturating the oc-

cupancy of the sensor. Operating the DEPFET sensor in a so far unexplored new 

mode (“Gated Mode”) allows preserving the signals from collisions of normal bunches 

while protecting the pixels from background signals of the passing noisy bunches. A 

special test board (Hybrid 4.1) is used, which contains a small version of the DEPFET 

sensor with a read-out (DCDB) and a steering chip (SwitcherB) attached, both con-

trolled by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) as the central interface to the com-

puter. Experimental results presented in this thesis demonstrate that the Gated Mode 

can be efficiently operated at full target operation speed of 320 MHz. 

 

 

Zusammenfassung  

DEPFET Pixelsensoren zeichnen sich insbesondere durch ihre geringe Masse und ein 

hohes Signal/Rausch-Verhältnis aus. Sie bilden einen integralen Bestandteil des Belle 

II Vertex-Detektor-Systems am SuperKEKB Elektron-Positron-Beschleuniger in Japan, 

dessen Fertigstellung für 2017 geplant ist. Um die vorhandene, stark gestiegene Lumi-

nosität des Beschleunigers aufrechtzuerhalten, müssen die Teilchenpakete, deren 

durchschnittliche Lebensdauer ungefähr 10 Minuten beträgt, regelmäßig erneuert wer-

den. Konkret werden alle 20 Millisekunden zwei zusätzliche Teilchenpakete in den Be-

schleuniger eingespeist. Die neu injizierten Teilchen verursachen zwischenzeitlich ein 

hohes Hintergrundrauschen. Dadurch stellen sich die Detektoraufzeichnungen als stark 

verzerrt und somit unbrauchbar dar. Eine spezielle Betriebsweise des DEPFET Sen-

sors, der sogenannte „Gated Mode“ ermöglicht es, dass bereits aufgezeichnete Signa-

le erhalten bleiben und keine kontaminierte Ladung die Detektoreffizienz beeinträchtigt. 

Der Testaufbau umfasst eine spezielle Leiterplatte (Hybrid 4.1). Darauf sind alle we-

sentlichen Elemente des Belle II Pixeldetektors wie DEPFET Sensor, Auslesechip 

(DCDB) und Steuerungschip (SwitcherB) installiert. Ein zwischengeschalteter Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) – ein  programmierbarer Schaltkreis der Digital-

technik – dient als Verbindung zum Computer. Experimentelle Ergebnisse dieser Mas-

terarbeit lassen darauf schließen, dass der Gated-Mode-Betrieb auch bei der geplan-

ten Zielfrequenz von 320 MHz ausgezeichnet funktioniert. 
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1 Introdu ction 

Citius, altius, fortius, this principle not only governs the Olympic spirit but can also 

serve as a guideline for particle colliders. In spring 2015 after a two years break the 

LHC was upgraded to almost its full specified center of mass energy at 14 TeV. The 

electron positron community on the precision frontier will answer in 2017 with an up-

grade of the KEKB collider (“Super-KEKB”) at the KEK laboratory in Tsukuba (Japan).1 

This collider will deliver an unprecedented luminosity of almost 1036/cm2 and feature 

highly innovative technologies. Besides the revolutionary nano beam scheme a new 

ingenious DEPFET pixel detector (“PXD”), characterized by very low mass and internal 

amplification, will be inserted into the upgraded version of the Belle detector (“Belle II”), 

fitting perfectly the increased challenges. However, the thin DEPFET pixel sensors 

have to be read out sequentially row by row, resulting in a readout time of 20 µs, which 

corresponds to two full turns of the particle bunches in the SuperKEKB rings. The  con-

tinuous beam injection scheme of SuperKEKB implies for the PXD, that about 20% of 

all recordings should be spoiled by the huge background originating from the "cool 

down" of the injected daughter bunches ("noisy bunches"). This would mean a high 

waste of time and resources. Various scientific studies proved that DEPFET detectors 

are in principle capable of shielding or gating the sensor during the passage of the 

daughter bunches. The objective of this thesis is to optimize the Gated Mode operation 

so that it can be used at the full target frequency of 320 MHz. 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the physics pursued at “B-Factories” and motivates 

their benefits. Also the Belle II detector system and some beam peculiarities of 

SuperKEKB are briefly explained. Chapter 3 introduces the DEPFET detector together 

with its connected electronics and explains its working principles and special features 

including the Gated Mode. Chapter 4 describes the necessary components for the test 

setup whereas chapter 5 outlines a detailed test plan for the Gated Mode operation. 

Without properly operating electronics there is no way of getting meaningful findings. 

Therefore chapter 6 deals with the characterization of the readout chip and the deter-

mination of the optimal settings. Additionally, the conversion algorithm is explained and 

several potential error sources are investigated. Chapter 7 describes the data acquisi-

tion system and the programming of the test sequences in conjunction with a discus-

sion to shed some light on the understanding of the digital strobe logic. Next the cali-

bration method for the detector’s output is illustrated and different Gated Mode se-

quences are evaluated. The results and conclusions are included in chapter 8 and 9, 

respectively. In order to facilitate the fluency of reading some terms marked in bold are 

not explained in the text but in the glossary at the end of this thesis. 

                                                
1 and yet there are ongoing discussions for two Future Circular Colliders (FCCs), a proton-proton collider 
with a center of mass energy of 100 TeV and 80-100 km circular tunnel, as well as a >350 GeV high lumi-
nosity ���� machine [116], besides two possible linear colliders, the ILC (at 500 GeV) [117] and CLIC (up 
to 3 TeV) [118] 
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2 Phys ics  at Belle II 

2.1 Basic Motivation: benefit of a Super Flavor Factory (SFF) 

In 1972 Makoto Kobayashi and Toshihide Maskawa, two Japanese physicists, pro-

posed a new scheme of the weak interaction of quarks, explaining the CP violation 

observed in the quark sector by Cronin and Fitch in 1964 [1]. This scheme postulates a 

CP violating phase and requires three families of quarks in the quark mixing matrix 

although at this time only three quarks (u, d and s) were known. The observed pres-

ence of CP violation in the B-meson system, detected by the BaBar2 and Belle experi-

ments, was an important confirmation of this hypothesis, awarding Koba-

yashi/Maskawa the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2008. 

The name “Belle” stands for both an experiment in flavor phys ics  conducted by the 

Belle collaboration and a detector system located at the collision point of the ���� 

asymmetric energy collider, known as KEKB, in Tsukuba (Japan). The confirmation of 

the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism now widely accepted as the dominant source of 

CP violation in the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) was not the only outcome 

of the successful Belle experiment. Especially worth mentioning is the unprecedented 

precision with which the magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements and the angles of the 

unitarity triangle were extracted [2]. 

Nevertheless several fundamental questions in particle physics remain unanswered. 

Let me shortly describe a few of them: From the hot Big Bang model [3] one might ex-

pect that the universe consists of equal parts of matter and antimatter. However, the 

observed baryon asymmetry in the universe is by order of 108 higher than predicted by 

SM. While CP violation is an integral part of the SM framework and one of the so-called 

Sakharov cond itions for a matter dominated universe, the magnitude of the asym-

metry cannot be explained. A further mystery remains the cosmic observation of dark 

matter inferred from gravitational effects3 on visible matter, cosmic microwave back-

ground analysis and the large-scale structure of the universe. 

The recent discovery of a new particle with properties consistent with the SM Higgs 

boson at LHC was accommodated with great relief and big celebrations. Nevertheless 

the Higgs boson’s mass is expected to be much heavier near the Planck scale [4]. 

Since the Higgs potential contains a term in the SM Lagrangian with quadratic mass 

divergence this means that the Higgs mass of 	(100 GeV) materializes only after a 

huge cancellation between the bare Higgs mass and the quadratic divergent mass 

renormalization [5]. This is often called the hierarchy problem occurring when funda-

                                                
2 BaBar represents an international collaboration of physicists located at SLAC National Accelerator La-
boratory, operated by Stanford University for the Department of Energy in California 
3 evidenced by galactic angular velocity distributions, gravitational lensing and galactic collisions 
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mental parameters of some Lagrangian are vastly different than the parameters meas-

ured by the experiment, in other words: the Higgs boson is much too light. One would 

expect that the large quantum contributions to the Higgs boson mass would inevitably 

make the mass huge, comparable to the scale at which new physics appears, unless 

there is an incredible fine-tuning cancellation between the quadratic radiative correc-

tions and the bare mass. As an example let us use a top quark fermion loop for calcu-

lating the Higgs boson mass [6]: 


��   
�� � 
|��|�8��  Λ� + 	 ��� Λ�
��� 

mass Higgs boson  

Higgs mass in 

1st term of La-

grangian 

 

λt t-quark 

Yukawa 

coupling 

scale up to 

which SM is 

valid (e.g. GUT-

scale≈1015 GeV) 

 mt mass of t-quark 

what we measure  free parameter   theory cutoff  much smaller than ΛΛΛΛ2 

Contributions from other fermions can be neglected. If we take for Λ2 the GUT scale 

then m0, the uncorrected mass of the Higgs boson has to be determined with an accu-

racy of 24 digits in order to calculate a Higgs mass of 100 GeV associated with the first 

and second term from the SM Lagrangian (right part of the equation). It’s hard to be-

lieve that such a fine-tuning is provided by nature. 

A further phenomenon currently not fully understood is related to the hierarchy of the 

CKM and the neutrino/lepton mixing matrix (PMNS) elements as shown in Figure 2-1. 

This again puzzles many physicists and points to some yet undiscovered mechanism 

existing at higher energy scales. 

  

Figure 2-1: different weightings of CKM & PMNS matrix elements [7, 8] 

In order to make considerable progress the Belle II collaboration is planning an up-

grade for both the detector system and the collider4 going live in 2017. With the emer-

gence of the LHC operating at the TeV energy scale one might question the benefit of 

such Super Flavor Factories (SFF) 
5 with energies still well below 100 GeV reaching not 

                                                
4 now called SuperKEKB 
5 often also referred to as B-Factories 
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even the mass of the Higgs particle quite recently detected. Moreover since the LHCb 

experiment is also studying flavor physics at much higher b-cross sections, it is under-

standable that for laymen in particle physics there are at least some doubts about the 

effectiveness of such enterprises. To answer these apparent inconsistencies one has 

to consider the goals pursued by the different approaches. The LHC is looking for new 

physics (NP) particles in high energy experiments by increasing the available center-of-

mass energy whereas Belle II rather operating on the precision frontier would provide 

complementary constraints on the combination of couplings, mixing angles and NP 

masses [9]. 

If direct searches for NP are successful (e.g. Supersymmetry) flavor experiments will 

deliver essential information to identify the kind of NP sensitive physics [10]. One of the 

most efficient ways achieving this goal is the comparison of the determined CKM pa-

rameters with SM predictions. This can be achieved by putting all experimentally ob-

tained data together and applying a best-fit-algorithm6. Again one can imagine that 

these fits depend heavily on detailed calculations of the effects of radiative corrections. 

The main radiative effects arise from the influence of loop diagrams involving virtual 

heavy particle exchanges. Most of the performed measurements are related to specific 

regions in the � � � plane as shown in Figure 2-2. 

  

Figure 2-2: Left: Regions corresponding to 95% probability for the CKM parameters � � � selected by different constraints, assuming present central values (summer 2014) 

with present errors. Right: zoomed in diagram representing 2007 fitting results. 

Note that from the right plot of Figure 2-2 one can infer, that the uncertainty area was 

already small and a bold step towards increased integrated luminosity is needed to 

detect small deviations from the SM. This would dramatically change by placing a SFF 

into operation. In Figure 2-3 (left) based on 2007 data the validity of the SM is assumed 

applying the expected precision of a SFF. Going one step further and taking the current 

                                                
6 currently two organizations take care of that: UTfit and CKMfitter with different statistical approaches 
(bayesian vs. frequentist approach) but there are also other methodologies like the Scan-Method [93] 
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world averages for all parameters with the expected precision of a SFF this diagram 

would have transformed to a paradigm of NP.  

  

Figure 2-3: Left: Regions corresponding to 95% probability for the CKM parameters � � � selected by different constraints, assuming 2007 central values with errors ex-

pected at a SFF tuning central values to have compatible constraints. Right: assuming 

present central values with the precision of a SFF [11]. 

As an important tool for finding physics beyond the SM, flavor physics probes large 

mass scales via virtual quantum loops. FCNC, neutral meson-antimeson mixing and 

CP violation typically occur at the loop level in the SM. Precise measurements could 

potentially induce small NP virtual corrections. Hence this approach is also called indi-

rect search for it infers NP through virtual contributions of new particles in processes 

involving only standard particles. It is based on high-statistics muon, kaon, tau, charm 

and B-meson production as well as precise measurements of SM parameters providing 

different constraints to individual processes. Experiments always measure the sum of 

SM and NP contributions. In order to set limits or to extract signals from NP it is indis-

pensable to fully understand the underlying SM contribution. A widely accepted para-

digm is that tree-level diagrams are dominated by SM processes, whereas loop dia-

grams can be strongly influenced by NP [12]. An example is given in Figure 2-4.  

 

SM tree diagram  SM loop diagram  NP loop diagram 
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Figure 2-4: Example of an SM standard process and 1st order loop corrections 
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Both loop diagrams would add in the amplitude and hence interfere. The inclusion of 

NP particles with mass exchanged at the tree level with 	(1) coupling constants gNP/g 

would go well beyond the LHC energy scale [9]. Even if NP particles are exchanged 

only at 1-loop order the mass reach can be as high as 	(1TeV/c2) if minimal flavor 

violation  (MFV) is assumed [13], and up to 	(100TeV/c2) if flavor violation couplings 

are enhanced compared to the SM [11]. The scope of the two approaches in searching 

for NP is depicted in Figure 2-5. 

 

Figure 2-5: Sensitivity to New Physics as a function of the flavor violating couplings 

relative to the SM in the indirect searches at KEKB/SuperKEKB and direct searches at 

LHC/Tevatron [14]. 

In general if NP appears at the TeV scale in LHC experiments, SuperKEKB could 

measure its flavor- and CP-violating couplings or set independent constraints on the 

NP Lagrangian [15]. A comparison of SuperKEKB with LHCb unveils that the strengths 

of the two experiments are largely complementary [9]. At LHCb the expected yield for 

decay processes like B � K*µµ, Bs � φφ and B � φKs should be substantially higher 

[16] because of the very large production cross section for b-quarks. This allows for 

example, extensive studies on Bs meson oscillations. On the other hand SuperKEKB 

provides a much cleaner environment which is essential for the exact measurement of 

CKM matrix elements, rare decay modes with missing energy as well as other search-

es for possible NP effects [2]. 

Colliders at Super Flavor Factories can form specific particles or their excitations with-

out any associated particles in the form of resonances. As an example at the Υ(4S) 

resonance ---pairs are generated. This allows the full reconstruction of a B meson 

from its daughter particles. By this means one can infer the missing momentum at-

tributed to the other B meson, which in turn is essential for the measurement of chan-

nels including neutrinos in the final state. 
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2.2 BELLE II Detector System 

Detectors employed in high energy physics experiments normally incorporate several 

types of detection techniques into one single detector system [17]. The Belle II detector 

system in Figure 2-6 shows also a general purpose spectrometer consisting of layers of 

sub-detector components, each designed to look for particular properties or specific 

types of particles, arranged in the typical “onion shell”-fashion [18, 19]: 

 

Figure 2-6: Belle II Detector System 

There are tracking devices recording position, arrival time and path of a particle, calo-

rimeters that measure a particle’s energy, and particle-identification detectors using a 

range of techniques to pin down a particle's identity. 

�

• VerteX Detector (VXD): positioned most closely to the beam pipe there are two 
layers of Pixelated Silicon Sensors (PXD) adjacently followed by four layers of 
double-sided Silicon Strip Sensors (SVD). Together this sub-system measures 
decay vertex positions with a combined impact parameter resolution of σz0

 ~ 

20µm [19]. The precise evaluation of position coordinates is necessary for the 
determination of the particle’s trajectory origin. These tracking detectors register 
tiny electrical signals that particles create traversing the detector. From the de-
flection in a magnetic field the particle’s momentum can be derived. One of the 
main concerns for the Belle II collaboration is the detector performance in an 
environment with considerable higher background levels. Conservative esti-
mates assume that the background hit rate will increase by a factor of 20 
whereas the physical event rate will be about 50 times higher. In this respect 

CsI(TI) EM Calorimeter 

4 layers double sided Si 
Vertex Detector: 
2 layers PXD (DEPFET) 
4 layers DSSD 

Central Drift Chamber 
 

Muon Detector 
KL counter 

 

Particle 
Identification 
Device (PID) 
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the addition of a pixel detector is essential since results from current flavor fac-
tories have proven high precision vertex reconstruction as a powerful tool to 
measure CP violation observables [20]. 
 

• Central drift chamber (CDC): the VXD is surrounded by a small-cell drift cham-
ber (r = 16 – 112 cm) which measures trajectories, momenta and dE/dx infor-
mation of charged particles. Additionally, it is used as trigger source and as a 
particle identification device for low momentum tracks. 
 

• Particle Identification Device (PID): located just outside of the CDC in the barrel 
and end cap regions and principally7 designed to improve the K/π separation 
capability of the detector [10]. They are of the Cherenkov type with very fast 
read-out electronics. In the barrel region the formerly used ARICH counters are 
replaced by Time-Of-Propagation (TOP) counters allowing to measure the 
propagation time of the Cherenkov light emitted from charged particles passing 
through quartz radiator bars. In order to identify charged particles over the full 
kinematic range this detector sub-system also includes a forward end cap RICH 
with an aerogel radiator. 
 

• Electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL): photons generated by �����collisions at the Υ.�/0 energy regime span a wide energy range from 20 MeV to 4 GeV, hence a 
high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter is essential for the precise determi-
nation of the photon energy and angular coordinates. It contains a total number 
of 8736 CsI(TI)-scintillator crystals with different shapes in the barrel and end 
cap region located inside a Superconducting Solenoid Coil that provides a 1.5 
Tesla magnetic field.  
 

• KL/Muon (KLM) Detector: the outermost detector sub-system is instrumented to 
detect 12� mesons and to identify muons. It consists of an alternating “sandwich” 
of 4.7-cm thick iron plates8 and glass-electrode Resistive Plate Chambers 
(RPC) in between. Since RPCs in the innermost layers of the KLM detector 
show unsatisfactory performance in the end cap region because of the ex-
pected high background, they are replaced with scintillators. 
 

There are many other factors influencing the performance of the Belle II detector sys-

tem. Especially worth mentioning are a fast and reliable Triggering scheme (TRG), a 

Data Acquisition system (DAQ) recording collision events of interest upon trigger level-

1 and a grid-based distributed computing facility for data processing, MC production 

and physics analysis. 

                                                
7 Providing also discrimination between pions, kaons and electrons below 1 GeV/c 
8 serving as stopping material and as the magnetic flux return for the solenoid 
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2.3 SuperKEKB injection scheme 

2.3.1 Principles of particle acce leration 

In order to accelerate particles in a synchrotron and to compensate for energy losses 

due to the emission of synchrotron radiation a longitudinal electric field is needed. Ra-

diofrequency (RF) cavities9 along the beam pipe use an oscillating voltage, so the par-

ticle senses an accelerating electrical field in the cavities. To ensure that a charged 

particle always receives an accelerating force within the cavity, the RF frequency must 

be an integer multiple of the particle’s revolution frequency [21]: 

3.4�5�6�70  387
9�4&��$
+�7  :;�<7�=$��&>7�?9�$549��<7�=$��&> (2-1)  

At SuperKEKB the planned RF frequency basis clock is 508.89 MHz. With a circumfer-

ence of 3 km the harmonic number for electrons at the speed of light gives about 5120 

points.10 The segments of the circumference centered on these points are called RF 

buckets. Electrons within the RF buckets get lumped into bunches.11 Each bunch con-

sists of 1011 positrons or electrons. The particle density within a bunch is not homoge-

neous but looks like a 3-dimensional Gaussian distribution.  

The electrons in a bunch oscillate longitudinally around the equilibrium position, keep-

ing the longitudinal size of the bunch stable. These oscillations are called synchrotron 

oscillations [18]. 

The electrons and positrons are guided in SuperKEKB by magnetic dipole fields around 

circular orbits, but move sinusoidally in both horizontal and vertical planes under focus-

ing magnetic quadrupole fields around the design orbit. These periodic lateral move-

ments are called betatron  oscillations. 

2.3.2 Beam Parameters increasing Luminosity 

SuperKEKB is an asymmetric ���� collider with a planned target luminosity of @ 8ABCDE&
��)�F, about 40 times as high as its predecessor KEKB [22, 23]. The range 

of beam energy covers the Υ.B/0 and Υ.G/0 resonance states for the physics opera-

tion. By definition luminosity12 is related to the rate of particle collisions, consequently it 

is crucial for the production of meaningful quantities of rare events. The number of de-

tected events�H depends on the process cross section I usually measured in femto-

                                                
9 metallic chambers containing an electrical field in order to accelerate charged particles 
10 with this number one can calculate the bucket length of ≈59 cm, which has to be compared with a bunch 
length of just 5-6 mm at SuperKEKB 
11 this represents also an upper limit for the number of bunches within the collider (at Belle II only every 
second bucket gets filled with electrons resulting in 2503 bunches altogether) 
12 luminosity can be  interpreted as the beam focusing ability of the machine at the interaction point 
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barns13 (fb) or picobarns (pb), the luminosity @ controlled by the beam parameters of 

the collider and the detector efficiency J including trigger efficiency: 

(H(5  @ K I K J (2-2)  

The event rate HLM of a specific process is given as: 

(HLM(5  @ K ILM K -7 K J (2-3)  

where -7 is the branching ratio, i.e. the fraction of events for a chosen particle meas-

ured to decay in a certain way14 and ILM the cross-section dependent on the specific 

physics process only. Unfortunately with higher luminosity new phenomena emerge at 

the interaction point (IP) [24]: dynamic beta effects and disruption are just some of 

them and will not be further covered in this thesis.15 

In common textbooks luminosity for two transverse Gaussian beam distributions collid-

ing head-on with equal beam sizes is defined as 

@  <HFH�N�IOPIQP (2-4)  

where < is the bunch collision frequency, HF,� the number of particles per bunch in 

beam1,2  and�IO,QP BG is the beam size at the IP in the horizontal and vertical plane. 

When the vertical beta functions of both beams are equal, the luminosity can be alter-

natively expressed by beam parameters (2-5) [25]: 

@  RST�7L �B U IQPIOP��VSWQSXQP �� :2:YQS� Z [S\]S^]SP  (2-5)  

 

where the subscript S denotes positrons and electrons, RS is the Lorentz factor, � is the 

elementary electric charge, 7L is the classical electron radius, V�is the beam current, WS 

is the vertical beam-beam parameter, XQSP  is the vertical beta function, :2 and :YQS are 

geometrical reduction factors for the luminosity and the vertical beam-beam tune-shift 

parameter, respectively, owing to the finite crossing angle and the hou rglass effect. 

Other factors like the horizontal beta function at the IP, the horizontal emittance _OQ, 

the bunch length and the crossing angle between two beams not directly appearing in 

                                                
13 1 barn = 10-28 m2 
14 the sum of branching ratios for a particle is 1 
15 the high density of compressed particles provides strong electromagnetic fields viewed by the particles 
of the incoming beam and this would bend particle trajectories (disruption)  
16 the star indicates the minimum value 
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the formula are contributing to the luminosity through the beam-beam parameter [26]. 

Table 2-1 gives an overview of some key design parameters for KEKB/SuperKEKB. 

 

 KEKB design KEKB with crab SuperKEKB
17

 Unit 

Energy 3.5/8 3.5/8 4.0/7.0 GeV 

^]P  10/10 5.9/5.9 0.27/0.3 mm 

^P̀  330/330 1200/1200 32/25 mm 

a` 18/18 18/24 3.2/5.3 nm 

bP̀  100  10 µm 

b]P  1.9 0.94 0.048/0.062 µm 

\] 0.052 0.129/0.090 0.09/0.081  

bc 4 6-7 6/5 mm 

[ 2.6/1.1 1.64/1.19 3.6/2.6 A 

d�efgh 5000 1584 2503  

iejkfl k�] 1 2.11 80 1034cm-2s-1 

Table 2-1: Comparison of some of the key parameters of the SuperKEKB and KEKB 

designs [25]. Figures in bold red indicate three fundamental parameters determining 

luminosity. 

2.3.3 Nano beam scheme 

From equation (2-5) one can infer that the luminosity is sensitive to only three funda-

mental beam parameters:18 
 

• increase the beam currents .VS0, 
• make the electromagnetic beam-beam interactions small or equivalently in-

crease the beam-beam parameter mWQSn which is inversely proportional to the 

beam emittance [27] and 
• reduce the vertical beta function mXQSP n which addresses the focus of the beams 

at the interaction point [28]. 

Beam currents at SuperKEKB will be doubled in comparison with KEKB thus obtaining 

a luminosity gain by a factor of 2. Further current increases are not recommendable 

because of the electron cloud effect in the positron ring, high power costs and much 

higher detector backgrounds. 

Regarding the beam-beam parameter, experiences from various colliders show that 

this value is limited to about 0.02-0.1. At SuperKEKB a maximum of 0.09 is assumed 

which has been already achieved at KEKB. 
                                                
17 as of 2013/July/29 
18 as an intermediate step KEKB scientists have installed crab cavities kicking the head and tail of each 
electron bunch so that the bunches made effective head-on collisions at the interaction point instead of 
crossing at an angle of 1.3 degrees (crab crossing improved the luminosity by 15%) 
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The most important luminosity increase will be achieved with a concept called “nano 

beam scheme” first proposed by scientists planning for the ILC [29]. The principal idea 

behind the nano beam scheme is to make the bunches very flat19 in this way raising the 

collision probability. At SuperKEKB the vertical beta function XQP will be compressed by 

a factor of 1/20 of KEKB to just a few hundred microns at most. The new design will 

need strong final focusing quadrupole magnets placed closer to the interaction region 

to squeeze the beam into narrower bunches. However, this cannot be done arbitrarily 

small because of the hou rglass effect. To minimize the hourglass effect for conven-

tional head-on collisions the beta function has to be larger than the bunch length ~5mm mXQP o Ipn. By contrast the nano beam scheme requires XQP o �qrPstu��v disclosing a propor-

tional dependence on the horizontal spot size and an inverse dependence on the half 

crossing angle w. Accordingly the crossing angles will be substantially enlarged from 

22 mrad to 83 mrad and the bunches only intersect at the highly focused regions with 

effective bunch length (  �qrPstu��v shown in Figure 2-7.  

 

Figure 2-7: Comparison of different Collision Schemes (schematic view) 

In order to implement the new scheme effectively a lot of former used items of the 

KEKB collider have to be upgraded [25]. First of all the lattice design, which represents 

the arrangement of the magnets along the beam path for guiding and focusing the elec-

trons and positrons has to be updated. The magnet system in accelerators consists of 

various types like dipoles used for bending, quadrupoles used for focusing (focusing in 

one plane, and defocusing in the other) and sextupoles used for chromatic corrections. 

The combination of different magnets into building blocks constitute the lattice design 

resembling a complicated optical system with FODO cells (focusing & defocusing 

quadrupoles), double bend achromat (DBA), triple bend achromat (TBA) or other multi 

bend achromat types. For SuperKEKB the quadrupole magnets of KEKB will be reused 

as much as possible, the dipole magnets will be replaced by shorter ones and the peri-

od of the wiggler magnets will be reduced to half of that of KEKB by adding new ones. 

As already mentioned the final focus section was completely redesigned to achieve an 

extremely low beta function at the IP. By rearranging, replacing and adding magnets 

                                                
19 one might think of steamrolled spaghettis 
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the beta functions and dispersions will be modified. As a countermeasure against elec-

tron cloud issues the beam pipes in the LER arc section will be replaced with new alu-

minum-alloy pipes with antechambers. To reduce the emittance of the electron beam a 

photo-cathode RF low-emittance electron gun will be installed. The emittance of the 

positron beam will be minimized by a new damping ring. The overview of the upgrade 

to SuperKEKB is shown in Figure 2-8. 

 

Figure 2-8: Overview of upgrade to SuperKEKB [25] 

2.3.4 Beam li fe time and dead-time during injection 

Due to various energy loss effects (see below), some of the particles deviate from the 

prescribed path along the vacuum tube and interact with the beam pipe thereby creat-

ing particle showers which may reach the detector. The number of particles lost in an 

accelerator is proportional to the number of beam particles [30]: 

(H  �xH.50(5 (2-6)  

where x is a constant. Defining the beam lifetime as y  B/x, then the beam current V 
decays as 

V  � V� K ��� {|  (2-7)  

In general, beam losses mainly arise in the collimation area or on other aperture limits. 

Basically five beam loss processes are observable [31]: first, betatron or synchrotron 

oscillations intensify the quantum emission thereby increasing the tails of the bunch 

distribution. Next, the intra-beam scattering dominated by the Touschek effect, and 

the beam-beam background appearing at the IP when the colliding beam particles un-

dergo scattering via radiative Bhabha processes. Finally, elastic and inelastic scatter-

ing with residual gas molecules in the vacuum tube.  
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The individual loss mechanisms contribute to the total beam lifetime as [32]: 

By  By}~�u�~� U By��~s��L� U By�L����L�� U ByL��s�t� U BytuL��s�t� (2-8)  

 

As a result the total beam lifetime will always be less than the value of the smallest 

lifetime input. The most dominant beam loss contribution stems from the Touschek 

effect. The stability of the trajectories highly depends on the amplitudes of betatron and 

synchrotron oscillations. If these oscillations are outside the longitudinal or transverse 

acceptance of the storage ring the particles are lost. In this respect it is customary to 

define dynamic aperture as the maximum phase-space amplitude within which particles 

do not get lost after a certain amount of turns20 [33]. In other words, dynamic aperture 

sets an amplitude threshold for the motion of charged particles. At SuperKEKB it is 

estimated numerically with six-dimensional tracking simulations using a specific pro-

gram for optics design and particle tracking. As a result the dynamic aperture is rather 

small compared to KEKB inducing a larger background and consequently a shorter 

lifetime of the beam. The intra-beam scattering rate (“Touschek effect”) per particle 

depends on the following parameters [34]: 

.:85�0 Z H�D K I (2-9)  

where H stands for the number of particles per bunch, � for the beam energy and I 

represents the transverse beam size. As already mentioned most of the luminosity in-

crease at SuperKEKB comes from a significant reduction of the beam size. A twenty-

fold compression of the bunches significantly rises the likelihood of intra-bunch cou-

lomb scattering. By implication this increases the amplitudes of particles that will be 

either absorbed at the collimation area or collide with the beam wall. Accordingly, the 

dominant particle loss mechanism21 at Belle II will be the Touschek effect reducing the 

LER beam lifetime significantly from 150/200 min as in the KEKB case to just 10 min. 

As a consequence the bunches have to be replenished continuously. This is done by 

injecting two “daughter bunches” 100 ns apart into the LER and HER respectively at a 

total frequency of 50 Hz. The pair of daughter bunches are selected by bunch current 

monitors, and the pair with the smallest bunch current sum is chosen to be topped off 

in the next injection. 

 

 

 

                                                
20 1000 turns at SuperKEKB with synchrotron oscillation but without quantum excitation (radiation 
damping) 
21 the loss rate due to scattering with gas molecules is lower by a factor of 3-4 
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Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 give an overview of the injection scheme for SuperKEKB 

with the septum magnets for bunch injection. 

 

2503 bunches 

     …     …    

 118 cm 

                 100 ns  

Figure 2-9: SuperKEKB bunch train. 

 

      

20 µs frame     
~cooling: 4 ms noisy  ~16 ms clean 

 

 

Figure 2-10: Injection Scheme of SuperKEKB 

Now the problem emerges that these daughter bunches are located further away from 

the orbit of the corresponding main bunches and therefore are subject to large ampli-

tudes in their betatron oscillations. They are naturally cooled down by synchrotron radi-

ation within a certain damping time. During this time the particles in the daughter 

bunches are more likely to collide with the bream pipe in the vicinity of the interaction 

point, creating additional background. The daughter bunches are therefore often called 

"noisy bunches". At KEKB the damping time was 4 ms and this number will be also 

assumed for SuperKEKB. The noisy bunches will pass the detector every 10 µs. For 

the PXD (see chapter 3.5) the detector readout cycle was determined at 20 µs which 

means that all signals registered within the 20 µs between two readout cycles are 

2nd noisy 

bun ch 
1st no isy 

bun ch 

Belle II 
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stored (integrated). As a worst case this would mean that all frames recorded during 

the cooling period have to be discarded. This would substantially raise the dead-time of 

the detector to 20% or in other words produce a loss of two years time assuming a typ-

ical operational period of 10 years. Many proposals have been made to overcome this 

problem, for example a faster read-out (4-fold ganging), decreasing the injection rate 

while injecting 4 bunches instead of 2, synchronize injections from LER and HER or 

reducing damping time. But these alternatives are either too costly or not feasible from 

the current technical status. Fortunately the PXD used at Belle II offers a lot of amazing 

features especially the possibility to gate the detector during the passage of the noisy 

bunches. Its modalities, operation principles and the design will be described in the 

next section. 
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3 DEPFET Sensors 

Flavor physics sets high standards on precision measurements requiring a spatial reso-

lution of a few ten of microns in order to measure the decay vertices of the two B me-

sons produced at the Υ.N/0 resonance. At Belle II a specific condition for detector reso-

lution is the measurement of the decay time difference of the B meson and its anti-

particle, expressed in their mean flight distance of �� � B�C��. A derivation of this figure 

can be found in the Appendix A. 

To safely distinguish two different vertices the vertex resolution has to be one order of 

magnitude better than the distance between the vertices [35]. Only silicon detectors 

can meet the challenge of acceptable resolution combined with a  fast readout. How-

ever, the double sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) as innermost detector used for 

Belle cannot cope with the much higher event rate at SuperKEKB together with the 

higher background22, which would lead to a large strip occupancy making vertex re-

construction of B-decays impossible. For that reason it was decided to upgrade the 

new Belle II detector system with a pixel detector. The combined PXD and SVD impact 

parameter resolution at Belle II will be at Ip� � TC��
. 

There are fairly different pixel detector architectures under consideration all having ad-

vantages and drawbacks [36]. CCDs suffer from relatively slow read-out speed and 

continuous sensitivity distorting the measurements during the transfer cycle. In contrast 

hybrid pixels used for the ATLAS detector at CERN are very fast (25 ns read-out 

speed) but with their thick sensors and chip-integrated full read-out electronics they are 

too bulky for energy levels in the 	.B���0area (multiple scattering because of relatively 

low particle momentum). A very promising and highly innovative technology are mono-

lithic active pixel sensors (MAPS) incorporating standard CMOS technology in a p-type 

epitaxial layer on a high resistive n-type substrate [37]. Because of their low intrinsic 

capacitances these devices have excellent signal to noise ratios. On the other hand the 

charge collection times are still too long. Nevertheless the idea of integrating readout 

electronics into a single monolithic device will influence the construction of detectors in 

future high energy experiments. In contrast DEPFET detectors seem to be actually 

best-suited for high precision vertex pixel detectors [38]. They avoid most of the above 

shortcomings having low mass and offering intrinsic amplification and adequately fast 

readout times. Furthermore power consumption can be kept very small saving addi-

tional cooling material. 

                                                
22 the beam pipe radius shrinks to about 10 mm, so the detector can be put closer to the IR, which is good 
news for vertex reconstruction; on the other hand the background increases substantially since is propor-
tional to the inverse square of the radius 
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3.1 DEPFET Operation 

3.1.1 The DEPFET Principle 

The idea for DEPFET detectors was proposed by two Munich scientists J. Kemmer and 

G. Lutz in 1987 [39]. The technology was developed by the Semiconductor Laboratory 

(HLL) of the Max Planck Society in Munich. DEPFET detectors integrate signal detec-

tion and first amplification in a single silicon pixel structure, so that the position meas-

urement of traversing particles can be achieved with a minimum of material. The sen-

sor consists of a depleted p-channel MOSFET implanted onto the surface of a high-

resistive n-doped silicon substrate and a p+ implant at the backside. More about semi-

conductor devices can be found in common textbooks like [40, 36], MOSFETs are 

comprehensively described in [41]. 

The substrate is fully depleted by means of sideward depletion as depicted in Figure 

3-1. This is established by applying negative voltages to the source p+ and back con-

tact p+ relative to the bulk potential n+ (a). If the voltages applied on both p+ contacts 

are sufficiently strong and equal, the depletion layers will meet in the center of the sub-

strate (b) creating a potential minimum for the electrons. By relatively varying back and 

front side voltages, the minimum is shifted up vertically right below the top surface of 

the bulk substrate (c). 
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  Vfron t < 0V 

    

(c) 

        
E-field Potential 

        
         

   Vback << Vfron t << 0V  

 

 
p+  n+  n  metal  depleted 

Figure 3-1: Concept of sideward depletion. Two p-n junctions share the same bulk con-

tact. The n-bulk is grounded by means of a n+ electrode. The electrical field and the 

parabolic potential curves for different voltage settings are displayed on the right. 

The full depletion voltage ��L� of an n-type bulk together with a highly doped p+ region 

is directly proportional to the quadratic sensor thickness (� [36]: 

��L� U ��t  =T__� (��HL��� (3-1)  

with ��t the buil t-in voltage representing the potential difference across the p-n junction 

in equilibrium, = the elementary charge, _ the vacuum permittivity and _� the relative 

permittivity of silicon and the effective doping concentration HL��  ��K������� with H� , H� 

the acceptor and donor concentrations. 

The position of the potential minimum ��tu can be derived solving the one-dimensional 

Poisson equation with the given boundary conditions m�.C0  ����u� , �.(0  �����n 
[42]: 

��tu  (T U __�=H�( m����� � ����u�n (3-2)  

where it was assumed that the acceptor concentration is much larger than the donor 

concentration H� � H�. ����� � ����u� label the voltages of the back and front side p+ 

electrodes. 
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Figure 3-2: Left: cross section of DEPFET pixel with a minimum ionizing particle creat-

ing 80 electron hole pairs per µm for a 75 µm thick sensor. The electrons are attracted 

by the internal gate, the holes drift to the p+ back contact. Right: PXD6 standard proto-

type design view on polysilicon and implanted layers (beige – first Poly (���������), yel-

low – second Poly ( ���), brown – p-type implant (source, drain, drift), green – n-type 

implant (�����). High Energy (HE) implants are used to increase the lateral drift field 

[43]. 

By an additional phosphorus n doping a potential minimum, called internal gate, is 

shaped at 0,65 µm below the  ��� oxide of the transistor channel. This deep doping 

implant occupies only a tiny fraction of the pixel volume.23 At depletion all free electrons 

are removed from this area leaving back a positive space charge remaining highly at-

tractive for electrons. Now the detector volume is sensitive to incident radiation produc-

ing electron-hole pairs. Applying an electric field to the pixel separates the holes which 

drift to the negatively biased backplane whereas the electrons are collected in the po-

tential minimum. High accumulated charges in the internal gate can neutralize the in-

ternal gate potential leading to an insensitive detector. To avoid this effect the electrons 

are regularly removed by applying a positive voltage to a ����� contact as explained in 

chapter 3.1.4  

3.1.2 Electrical properties of DEPFET devices 

The accumulated charge in the internal gate changes the potential and thus modulates 

the current24 of the MOSFET channel if it is switched on. The source-drain current with 

empty internal gate is called pedestal current V�L�. If electrons are stored in the internal 

gate after an ionization event an additional signal current Vst¡�will be generated. To 

                                                
 

among many other parameters on the external gate structure, doping concentration and varies its size 
dynamically with the amount of charged electrons 
24 in electrodynamic terms the charge stored induces mirror charges in the external transistor 

MIP 
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measure the signal current the pedestal current has to be subtracted from the total 

transistor current. 

Vst¡  Vst¡��L� � V�L� (3-3)  

 

This signal current represents the first amplification stage of the DEPFET sensor. Its 

amplitude is proportional to the number of collected electrons in the internal gate. The 

internal amplification�6} is defined as change of the transistor current�¢V�£ as a function 

of the internal gate charge ¢¤st¡ at constant  ���¥¦§¨�©� �ª£ and ¦§¨�©�¥«��¬ voltages ��£ [43]: 

6}  ¢V�£¢¤st¡®¯°±,¯�±�
 (3-4)  

typically given in ²³/��. It is now possible to determine the amount of charges accu-

mulated in the internal gate. The electrical characteristics of DEPFET transistors are 

very similar to that of standard MOSFETs. The main difference concerns the space 

charge region below the channel. In case of a standard MOSFET this region extends 

up to the undepleted bulk whereas for the DEPFET the region between channel and 

internal gate potential is relevant. The latter changes its potential depending on the 

amount of stored electrons. Due to parasitic couplings to other regions25 [44] of the 

pixel structure not all but a fraction < of the charge will be induced in the channel. With 

the approximation that this induced charge is uniformly spread over the channel, an 

internal gate charge is equivalent to an external  ��� voltage change by an amount of26 

´�ª£  < K ´¤st¡µª  (3-5)  

with µª  ¶ K · K µ�O the  ���-channel capacitance, ¸ and ¹ denoting the width and 

length of the transistor and µ�O  º»rº��»r  the oxide capacitance per unit area depending 

itself on the dielectric constant _�O and the width of the oxide (�O. For a DEPFET de-

vice, which is operating in the saturation region under the condition 
¼½�±¼¯�±  C, the cur-

rent-voltage characteristics become: 

��£,s��  < K ¤st¡µª U �ª£,L�� (3-6)  

�ª£,L��  �ª£ � ��� (3-7)  

                                                
25 neighboring electrodes like backside contact, source and drain 
26 a derivation of the following formulas can be found in [32] 
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V�£,s��  V�£m��£,s��n  �¶· ��µ�O ��£,s���T  (3-8)  

6},s��  ´V�£,s��´¤st¡  �¶· ��< µ�Oµª ��£,s��  <¾ T��¶·Dµ�O¿�V�£,s�� (3-9)  

with �� being the hole mobility and ��� the transistor threshold voltage expressing the 

minimum  ���¥¦§¨�©� voltage needed to create a conducting path between source and 

drain terminals. From equation (3-9) one can easily derive the following dependencies 

of the internal amplification keeping all other parameters constant in each case: 

6}��À�� B·D �⁄ ���,��� B¶F �⁄ ���,���¿(�O ���,���¿V�£,s�� (3-10)  

 

For Belle II applications the internal gate can store about 40,000 electrons without any 

degradation of the linear response. Injecting more electrons could make the MOSFET 

channel conducting even when the  ��� voltage is in off-state. This process saturates 

at about 60,000 electrons due to charge overflow [43]. The 6}-value for a  ��� length of ·  G��
 and a V�£  BCC�³ used in this study is about NCC�²³/�� [44]. 

3.1.3 Readou t of DEPFET Pixel Matrices 

The readout process of a single DEPFET pixel follows an iterative loop [37]: 

 

a. Sampling: pixel is in off-state and remains sensitive to ionizing particles. The 
generated electrons will accumulate in the internal gate. 

b. Readout: switching on the transistor by applying a voltage to the external  ���. 
The source-drain current, composed of Vst¡��L� is measured. The signal is cal-

culated by subtracting a stored pedestal value, which was determined before 
during a dedicated pedestal measurement. This strategy is also referred to as 
single sampling. At an earlier stage a double correlated sampling was consid-
ered equivalent to an extra pedestal measurement directly after erasing the sig-
nal via a ����� process. However, balancing signal quality against readout 
speed the collaboration opted for the latter. 

c. �����: a voltage pulse is applied to the ����� contact, removing the collected 
charge completely from the internal gate. 

d. Reset: set external  ��� voltage in off position, which switches off the transistor. 
Sampling charge continues. 
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The whole matrix operation is characterized by low power consumption27 as the transis-

tors are turned off during charge collection. 

The DEPFET pixels can be arranged in a two-dimensional matrix structure. All transis-

tor drains of a column are connected in parallel to the amplifier nodes of the DCDB. 

The  ��� and ����� contacts are connected row wise and steered by the SwitcherB. To 

increase readout speed, four pixel rows are connected together, so they are collectively 

switched on/off and erased at the same time. This in turn quadruples the drain lines: 

four drain lines for the readout of four rows of one pixel column are needed. As a result 

the pixels in the same column are read out sequentially, while pixels in the same row 

are read out in parallel. This is known as rolling shutter mode: one electrical row = 4 

physical rows. The rows are switched on by applying the  ���Â voltage and all pixels 

of that row are read employing the sample-clear-sample cycle described above. Then 

these four rows are switched off and the next four rows are turned on for readout until 

all rows have been read and the cycle starts again. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3: Schematics of DEPFET sensor operated in rolling shutter mode. The rows 

are activated sequentially by the SwitcherB chip. The drain currents are transmitted in 

parallel to the DCDB for further processing. Before switching to the next row (or set of 

rows) the ����� pulse is applied ( ��� and ����� function are physically implemented 

into one chip). 

The measurements for this thesis were performed with a rather small matrix structure 

consisting of 64 rows and 32 columns with a total of 2,048 pixels, each covering a sur-

                                                
27 for an average current of 100 µA a DEPFET half ladder only consumes 0.5-1 W in the sensitive area 
and 9 W in total, mainly due to the readout electronics at the end of stave; accordingly air cooling is suffi-
cient [38] [95] 

DCDB 
column parallel readout 

SwitcherB 
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SwitcherB 
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face area of 50x75 µm2. This has to be compared with a half ladder of the PXD com-

posed of 768 rows and 250 rows with a total of 192,000 pixels. 

3.1.4 �������������������� Process  
 

In contrast to many other sensor concepts the collected charge will not be erased dur-

ing the readout of the DEPFET pixels, so the measurement is non-destructive. This 

allows in principle multiple readouts for the same signal. However, leakage current and 

signal charges can quickly fill up the internal gate. We will see later that even a relative-

ly weak laser pulse easily shifts the internal gate of many pixels into saturation, subse-

quently preventing further charge collection. 

Without radiation damage28 leakage currents will be negligible small for the BELLE II 

PXD. Former analysis on a 450 µm thick DEPFET sensor measured 600 electrons that 

accumulated in the internal gate within a time interval of 0.8 ms [45]. Taking into ac-

count the much shorter integration time of 20 µs this translates to only about a dozen 

leakage electrons, a factor of ten below the sensitivity threshold of the DCDB for 1 ADU 

(=73nA).29 

To preserve the sensitivity of the sensor, the charge must be removed regularly from 

the internal gate. This process is called �����. The ����� region is an n+-implantation in 

the substrate shared by 4 DEPFET pixels. It is placed peripherally on both sides of the 

internal gate to facilitate a very fast ����� process. Applying a positive voltage to the ����� contact induces electrons to flow from the internal gate to the �����. The entire 

charge of the internal gate can be removed with a sufficiently strong and long ����� 
pulse called “Complete �����”. If a residual charge remains in the gate, this would rep-

resent an additional source of noise. 

HLL together with the Weierstrass Institute have performed extensive 3D-simulation 

studies on how to structure the DEPFET pixel drift fields30 in order guide the electrons 

directly to the internal gate. A special mechanism prevents a competition between in-

ternal gate and ����� in the course of the charge collection phase: during charge collec-

tion the ����� contact is put on negative potential compared to the substrate and a fur-

ther deep boron p+-implantation, called p-well, is introduced shielding the ����� contact 

from the internal gate. However, this implantation introduces a new potential barrier, 

making the process of clearing more difficult. To control the p-well and the potential of 

the substrate neighboring the internal gate, a ��������� structure has been implement-

ed [46]. Besides serving as a potential barrier the ��������� supports the ����� process 

if the ��������� voltage is raised during the ����� process. 

                                                
28 in case of radiation damages this is no longer true but can be kept under control via cooling 
29 1 ADU corresponds to an internal gate charge of at least 180 electrons (assuming an internal amplifica-
tion of NCC�²³/��) 
30 vertically the electrons move within a few nanoseconds to the local potential minimum however, since 
the lateral drift fields are weaker the whole process takes between 50-60 ns depending on the drift voltage 
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3.1.5 Parasitic Capacitances of a DEPFET Matrix 

The DEPFET operation mode is heavily influenced by parasitic couplings to neighbor-

ing regions. Simply because of their proximity to each other, implantation regions .¦§¨�©�,�«��¬, �����),  ��� contacts (external  ��� and ���������) and their respective 

connection lines show intrinsic capacitive couplings and resistive components com-

monly referred to as parasitic capacitances [47]. 

  

 

 

Figure 3-4: Left: Schematic cross-section view of a DEPFET pixel showing the parasitic 

capacitances between the connection lines. Right: equivalent circuit model [47]. Rele-

vant quantities include the  ���-����� capacitance, the  ���-��������� capacitance and 

the �����-��������� capacitance. 

As an example, the ����� capacitance of an electrical matrix row was measured at 135 

pF. This is important for the rise time of the SwitcherB ����� signals which is 4,2 ns on 

98 pF [48]. Since the RC time y  :µ is a constant, one can infer the rise time for ena-

bling a full matrix row: 

FDE��ÃÄÅ��Ã Æ NÇT��) � ÈÇ8��). 

3.2 DEPFET Techno logy & Design 

In order to keep multiple Coulomb scattering at an acceptable level, the material budg-

et of the first silicon layers should be as small as possible [19]. This would be equiva-

lent to a silicon thickness of 200 µm. The thinned DEPFET sensors give them a unique 

position in the field of silicon pixel detectors. Additional metal and polysilicon layers are 

needed for matrix readout and control, the sensors can be thinned down to 75 µm or 

below, only supported by a narrow silicon frame of 525 µm thickness around the sensi-

tive bulk of the matrix. Various options have been investigated in order to optimize the 

final design. The prototype PXD6 used in this thesis mainly differs from BELLE II PXD9 

in the thickness of the thinned sensor region (50 µm vs 75 µm). Normally the readout of 

a standard half ladder module requires 4 DCDB chips and 6 SwitcherB chips. In the 
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case of a PXD6 also smaller arrays were produced allowing to operate the readout with 

just one DCDB and one SwitcherB. These matrices are used as workhorses for a sys-

tematic characterization of the DEPFET operation. 

The DEPFET pixel technology for BELLE II contains 25 photolithographic mask steps 

and 9 implantations [43]. It is a highly complex and custom-made using different tech-

nology aggregates and innovations like wafer bonding (SOI), double poly silicon, triple 

metal31, back side thinning [49] and double sided wafer processing. To learn more 

about microtechnology and its processing steps one can refer to [50]. 

3.3  Biasing scheme 

The powering of the PXD poses high challenges. 24 different voltages are needed for 

the operation of one half-ladder module. The operation voltages of the DEPFET matrix 

specifically influence the detector performance. As already mentioned, different voltage 

combinations can switch the detector into different operational modes. Furthermore 

there are constraints on each voltage applied. If these are surpassed this could severe-

ly deteriorate the detector performance or even damage the device. Applying paramet-

ric scans with a calibration source allows to optimize these settings. 

All DEPFET voltages are typically referenced to the source of the transistor. The abso-

lute value is derived from the DCDB analogue supply voltage AVDD (1.8V) and the 

necessary voltage for operating the DEPFET in saturation mode. An overview of all 

PXD6 test setup voltages can be found in Appendix D. 

VGate: the applied  ���Â and  ���ÂÉÉ voltages directly affect the charge collection and 

the internal amplification. It is important that the  ���ÂÉÉ voltage is never set below 0V. 

Otherwise all transistor channels would be switched on simultaneously and a high cur-

rent would flow. This could potentially ruin the detector by damaging the readout chip 

or in an extreme case even causing the matrix drain lines to melt. 

VClear: the ����� high voltage has to be determined in a particular trade-off: on the one 

hand a complete ����� should be guaranteed (�Ê�L��,�t¡� Ë), on the other hand the ����� 
region should not become attractive during charge collection (�Ê�L��,�t¡� Ì). If �Ê�L��,��Í 

is chosen too negative, electrons could flow back from the ����� implantation to the 

internal gate. 

VDrain: the drain voltage is given by operating the DEPFET in saturation mode. 

VCleargate: the ��������� voltage has to be optimized together with the ����� voltage in 

order to find the optimal working point for an efficient �����. The whole process capital-

izes on a capacitive coupling between ����� and ��������� of 0.3. 

VBulk: the bulk contact (n+-implant) serves as a counter-electrode to the punch-through 

electrode (p+-implant). It drains leakage electrons from the non-pixelated zones and 

establishes a natural border between the outer pixels and the frame area. The bulk 
                                                
31 the metal system takes care for signal transfer, control and power lines 
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voltage should not be confused with the bulk voltage applied for standard CMOS pro-

cesses where it is responsible for the “body-effect”. This effect describes the modula-

tion of the threshold voltage by indirectly influencing the operating speed: if a standard 

p-channel MOSFET (pMOS) is tied to a positive potential, the source-body p-n junction 

would be reverse biased (VB  > VS)32. Under reverse bias conditions the width of the 

depletion region increases corresponding to an increase in the ionic bulk charge. To 

maintain the charge balance, the mobile charge in the inversion layer decreases. Now 

the  ��� voltage has to be increased to achieve a similar level of inversion as before.33 

A closer look reveals that the internal gate of the DEPFET is taking over this function in 

a similar way with one exception, that it is not fixed to a certain value but changes de-

pending on the amount of stored electrons. 

VPunch-through: a special case is related to the biasing of the backside. Since sideward 

depletion is usually done from both sides of the detector, an additional wire bond and 

also an electrical link between module back side and front side are needed to route the 

correct bias voltage to the back side. Alternatively a punch-through34 biasing scheme 

has been implemented for our test set-up. A punch-through occurs when the voltage 

difference across two p-type electrodes, separated by the depleted n-bulk of the detec-

tor, is high enough to enable a large hole current between the electrodes [51]. 

 

 bulk contact +10V    punch through  -27V 

 
 

    
matrix structure ~ 0V 

     

                   

         int. gate         
 

 

        
electron 

       

    hole               
                    

                    
p+ backs ide 

Figure 3-5: Schematics of the punch through biasing method on DEPFET matrices 

To understand the punch-through process one should imagine an undepleted bulk with 

zero voltage applied to the punch through contact at the front side of the detector. Op-

positely a floating p+ electrode exists covering almost the whole back side. It finds itself 

in equilibrium with the detector bulk being surrounded by a buil t-in depletion region . 

Now a slightly negative voltage is applied to the punch through electrode and a small 

region underneath depletes. The positively biased bulk contact acts as a counterelec-

                                                
32 p-type region is connected to a negative voltage, n-type is connected with a positive voltage 
33 for forward biasing its exactly the other way around 
34 this should not be confused with the pun ch-through  in a MOSFET or the lateral clearing mechanism 
between the internal gate and the clear contact which is also sometimes referred to as punch-through 
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trode. Further voltage reductions cause an expansion of the depletion region until it 

reaches the built-in depletion region at the back electrode. From this point on the re-

gion between these two electrodes becomes over-depleted and a hole current evolves 

from the back electrode to the fully depleted region toward the punch-through contact 

due to the punch-through effect (see Figure 3-5). Next the back potential begins to de-

crease controlled by the punch through voltage and the entire region of the detector 

from the back electrode upwards to the matrix becomes depleted. The biasing requires 

about �T Æ ��L� which is in the range of -70V for the PXD9 sensors [43]. Since the de-

pletion region scales with the squared bulk thickness (� a minimum punch-through 

voltage of -31V for PXD6 would be sufficient.35 To learn more about this effect specifi-

cally for DEPFET detectors consult [52, 53]. 

VDrift: outside of the transistor there are large drift areas which have to be negatively 

biased in order to route the electrons to the internal gate. 

VEdge: the voltage applied to the guard ring at the end of the sensitive area taking care 

together with VBulk that no electrons from the frame area drift into the pixel structure. 

                                                
35 

E�ÎÏ�Î Æ �ÐC, in the test set-up it was -37V (VPunch-through – VBulk) 
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3.4 The Gated Mode 

As outlined at the end of chapter 2.3.4 DEPFET pixel detectors offer a very simple and 

elegant method to survive the noisy bunch phase of SuperKEKB. Providing a positive 

voltage to the ����� electrode while the  ��� is held in off-position would switch off the 

signal collection for the entire matrix and preserve the information already stored in the 

pixel [43].In other words, the detector will be “gated” into an insensitive (blind) mode 

during the passage of noisy bunches. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Selectivity of the ����� Process. Real �����: The electrons in the internal 

gate can overcome the small potential barrier (<0.5V) by thermionic emission. Sup-

pressed �����: The external  ��� shifts the potential of the internal gate by capacitive 

coupling � The electrons stay in the internal gate, the leakage electrons move directly 

to the ����� region. 

The selectivity of the ����� process is controlled by the external  ��� voltage as depict-

ed in Figure 3-6. During real ����� operation the external  ��� voltage is lowered in or-

der to switch on the transistor hole current (pMOS). The holes in the channel shield the 

internal gate from being influenced by the external  ���. This effectively fixes the inter-

nal gate potential to the most negative one. Additionally, this results in the maximum 

possible difference between internal gate and ����� potential. The built-in potential bar-

rier of around 2V decreases via capacitive coupling to just 0.5V, low enough for the 

stored electrons to leap over with thermal energy (punch-through). Switching into the 

Gated Mode ( ���Â + ����� high voltage) turns off the hole channel and raises the 

internal gate potential via capacitive coupling. Consequently the potential barrier in-

creases and the ����� process is suppressed. 
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3.5 PXD Detector 

The PXD detector, shown in Figure 3-7, is placed closest to the IR and consists of two 

sensor layers, with radii at 14 mm and 22 mm. The barrel shape is approximated by a 

polyangular (“wind mill”) arrangement of planar modules, the so-called ladders.36 All in 

all there are 20 ladders, 8 for the inner layer and 12 for the outer one. The sensitive 

part of the ladder is thinned to 75 µm, part of the read out electronics is directly mount-

ed on the unthinned parts (“balcony”, 525 µm) also supporting the mechanical stability.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7: Belle II PXD vertex detector. Left: half-ladder module including steering and 

read out chips bump-bonded on the balcony or end-of-stave, respectively. Deep corner 

cubes are anisotropically37 etched into the supporting frame in order to further reduce 

the material budget [54]. Right above: PXD detector proportions showing the ladders 

mounted on the mechanical support structure. Right below: schematic of the polyangu-

lar geometrical arrangement of the sensors for the PXD [55].  

The sensor area of the half ladder consists of 768 rows and 250 columns (=matrix 

frame) with two different pixel geometries adjusted to the incidence angle of the collid-

                                                
36 composed of two half-ladder modules glued together 
37 unequal physical properties along different axis 
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ing particles. 6 chips are responsible for clearing and enabling of the detector rows (in 

the following called SwitcherB), 4 chips are responsible for receiving and amplifying the 

drain currents (hereinafter called drain current digitizer - DCDB38) and 4 chips are used 

for early data analysis and data reduction (data handling processors - DHP). 

Data reduction is essential since the total data rate for the complete PXD can be esti-

mated at 409.6 GB/s39. This has to be compared with the peak traffic of the DE-CIX 

(German Commercial Internet Exchange) the largest internet exchange point worldwide 

with 384 GB/s40 corresponding to memory requirements of 800 CD ROMs per second 

[56]. A common clock delivered from the data handling engine (DHE) should ensure a 

frequency of 320 MHz which translates into a read out speed of 20 µs per frame. 

The data transmission system connects the DEPFET modules to the DAQ system [19] 

as shown in Figure 3-8. A multi-layer kapton cable connects the end of stave of the 

half-ladder to a patch panel (PP) responsible mainly as a cable adapter for the fast 

signals from the DHP and also for power filtering and impedance matching. An infini-

band cable guides the data to the DHE which interconnects with the Data Handling 

Controller (DHC). Each DHC is responsible for controlling 5 DHEs and transmitting the 

data stream via optical fiber to the compute node (CN).  

 

Figure 3-8: Elements of the PXD data transmission system [57] 

                                                
38 “B” stands here for “Belle” version 
39 DCDB digital serialization multiplexes the conversion results of the input channels onto eight output 
channels (8-bit wide); applying a clock rate of 320 MHz each of the 160 DCDB chips mounted on the PXD 
detector produces a data rate of 2.56 GB/s 
40 1 Byte = 8 bit 
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The compute node represents the hardware platform designed as a 14-layer printed 

circuit board (PCB) of the Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture 

(ATCA) standard. Based on Monte Carlo Simulations (MC) and on past experiences 

the detector occupancy at the highest luminosity can be estimated to 8ABCÑ fired pixels 

per frame, which corresponds to an average occupancy of Ò BÓ [43]41. A safety margin 

with a factor of three accounts for possibly substantial contributions from the so far 

poorly known machine background (see chapter 2). 

3.6  PXD Sensor Electronics 

The following chapter will discuss the readout electronics of the PXD sensor subject to 

the several important limitations: by current standards of integrated circuit design the 

employed chips constitute a highly sophisticated custom-made solution. For that rea-

son the layer of abstraction restricts itself to the block level explaining just the core 

functionalities and principal modes of operation. Furthermore many electrical terms will 

be introduced and it is not possible to explain everything in detail. The interested read-

er might consult existing standard literature, as for example [58, 59, 60, 61]. Finally 

only the DCDB and SwitcherB chip will be described since for the test setup no other 

electronics of the PXD sensor will be used. 

The challenges of Belle II are reflected  in a highly optimized application-specific inte-

grated circuit (ASIC) design for DCDB and SwitcherB [62] : 

 

� relatively weak signal currents of ~2-3 µA for a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) 
� high expected occupancy of the Belle II detector necessitating a high frame 

readout speed of 20 µs which in turn requires short shaping times leading to in-
creased noise 

� large capacitances of the column lines of ~50 pF that load the analog inputs of 
the DCDB chips causing additional noise 

� large pedestal dispersion of the DEPFET sensor up to 25 µA 
� need for fast high-voltage signals to steer DEPFET rows of large capacitances 

within a short time (within 10ns into 100 pF) 
� high radiation tolerance 
� all-silicon module concept for BELLE II bonding chips directly onto the sensor 

 

 

                                                
41 ÐÇG8 Æ BCÔ pixels in total 
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3.6.1 The DCDB pipeline 

3.6.1.1 Overview 

The DCDB was designed by I. Peric et al. [63] in order to readout and digitize the cur-

rent signals generated by the DEPFET pixel sensors. It covers an area of �TNC��
� Æ�NÕGÕ�
 that is determined by the following two main building blocks: 

 

� analog domain: 256 parallelly operating analog channels containing each a 
transimpedance amplifier and eight pipeline analog to digital converters (ADC) 

� digital domain: separated fully synthesized digital readout and control block 

  

3,24 mm 200 µm 

Figure 3-9: Left: Picture of the DCDB layout. The 256 ADC channels on top are ar-

ranged in a 16 x 16 matrix. The digital logic is located on the bottom side. Right: Floor-

plan layout of one DCDB pipeline channel [64].  

Incorporating mixed analog and digital functions on a single chip poses special chal-

lenges to the designer and the simulation software. The block diagram of the analog 

channel is shown in Figure 3-10. 

ADC 

TIA 
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Figure 3-10: Block diagram of one DCDB pipeline analog channel with several building 

blocks explained in the text [63] 

3.6.1.2 DCDB pipeline main circuits 

Receiver 

The Receiver consists of a transimpedance amplifier .Ö×Ø0�with two feedback resistors :� (each 30 kΩ) and two output resistors�:s(each 15 kΩ). The transimpedance amplifi-

er converts the DEPFET current into voltage. The current gain or “transimpedance” 

without output resistor is equal to :�: ��~�  �mVtu Æ :�nÇ  Including the output resistor 

the current gain   would become: � ≡ :� :s�⁄  [63]. One of the output resistors can be 

switched allowing for high or low current gain with respect to the output signal. This 

possibility also exists for the feedback resistor :�hence the nominal dynamic range of 

the ADCs can be adjusted to 4 different stages between 12 and 29 µA as shown in 

Figure 3-11. This is more than enough for measuring the signal current produced by 

one MIP (~2-3 µA), but at the borderline for the pedestal current fluctuations of the 

PXD9 matrix which can reach up to 25 µA. Accordingly for the next DCDB release it is 

planned to enlarge the total dynamic range. 
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Figure 3-11: Transfer curves/functions for different resistor settings influencing the 

dynamic range of the ADC. The least significant bit (LSB) of the 8-bit output code ex-

presses the gain per analog digital unit (ADU) and varies between 47.6 nA/ADU and 

114.7 nA/ADU. The star marks the settings used for the testing of the Gated Mode. 

Current mode pipeline analog to digital converter (ADC) 

An analog to digital converter (ADC) takes an unknown continuous input signal (in this 

case an electric current) and converts it into an -bit binary number corresponding to 

the ratio between unknown input current and the converter’s full-scale current VÃ£. The 

smallest current change occurs, when the least significant bit (LSB) in the digital word 

changes from a � to a B (or back). This also expresses the resolution of the detector 

given by [59]: 

V2£Ú  T�uVÃ£ (3-11) 

The most significant bit (MSB) at the other extreme has a weight of one half VÃ£. In 

between the digital output code stairsteps in case of a 4-bit converter from CCCC to BBBB�as shown in Figure 3-12. The 1-LSB quantization interval is responsible for the 

quantization error. This is a typical property for all ADCs. While the input current 

increases in a continuous fashion, the output code’s resolution first underestimates the 

input current and then overestimates the input current. 
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Figure 3-12: ideal 4-bit ADC: Left: Input-output relationship. Right: Quantization error. 

In the DCDB pipeline the quantization is distributed along a series of 8 stages that are 

isolated by current memory cells (�Û�42) also known as sample-and-hold buffers (S/H). 

The stages work concurrently, the first one operates on the most recent sample, while 

the following stages process the residual currents from previous samples. Each stage 

consists of a double cell block containing two current memory cells and two 

comparators .�ÛÜ0. The main purpose of the �Û�Ý is to store a current into a capacitor 

(for the DCDB pipeline in the range of SBG�³) and to keep the input node at a constant 

potential. The �Û� input node’s potential should not be affected if the input current lies 

within its dynamic range but should rise or fall instantaneously once the input current 

exceeds the dynamic range. 

The comparators compare the input signal to two reference currents SV�L�, one positive 

and one negative. The result of the comparison is used to decide about adding, 

subtracting or disabling the reference currents according to the conversion algorithm 

described in chapter 6.3. The final result will be forwarded to a digital output pin via the 

multiplexer .ÛÞß0. 
Steering and configuration blocks 

The pedestal currents of the DEPFET pixels vary substantially. In order to adjust the 

pedestal current to the ADC’s dynamic range a controllable compensation mechanism, 

steered by a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), adds a certain current to the channel’s 

input node. Precondition for setting the correct DAC values are dedicated pedestal 

measurements for every pixel of the DEPFET matrix. 

                                                
42 the elementary principles of current memory cells are explained in [97, 98] 
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For system calibrations, performance tests or debugging purposes a configuration .�§É¬�0 and a calibration .���0�circuitry are embedded in each channel. The calibration 

circuit allows for injecting test currents. Additionally, through its monitor line an external 

calibration current (via a Source Measurement Unit, SMU) or an internal global source 

called ×¦¬�Û¬��§�N� can be sourced to the amplifier or directly to the ADC (ØàáÂ�Ø«� 

switch). By means of a pixel shift register the three local switches (â«�, â�Û� and â×ã¹§©44) can be configured for each pixel separately. 

Based on the sequence stored in the digital block of the DCDB the Decoder generates 

write .¸�0 and read .äå0�signals used to control the ADCs.  

3.6.1.3 Pipelined ADC Realization 

The pipeline architecture for the ADC was chosen for achieving a reasonable high con-

version rate while avoiding excessive silicon area and power consumption like full par-

allel “flash” converters45. Indeed the covered area of the predecessor DCDB chip with 

cyclic ADC was even two times smaller (8 instead of 16 CMC cells) and consumed half 

of the power, whereas the pipelined solution is regarded as less noisy since it allows to 

operate with half of the clock speed46. 

3.6.2 Switcher-B 

3.6.2.1 Overview 

The SwitcherB steering chip shown in Figure 3-13 generates fast high-voltage pulses 

(10 ns into 100 pF47)  of up to 20 V amplitude to enable the read out of the signal and to 

clear the stored charge of the internal DEPFET gates [65]. One SwitcherB consists of 

32 different output channels each providing a �����- and a  ���-driver. Within an output 

channel a transistor is configured as an electronic switch to act as a level shifter (or 

level converter) in order to switch between upper .�æ¬,� æ¬0 and lower voltage levels .�¹§,� ¹§0, respectively [48]. 

                                                
43 ISigMirror is common to all channels and consists of 3 switchable 128-bit pMOS current sources 
44 EnDC enables the common monitor bus individually for each pixel, EnInjLoc activates the switch for the 
VPInjSig common current source for test signal injection, EnCMC enables the common mode noise 
compensation mechanism 
45 a consequence of a pipelined concurrent operation is latency, meaning that the output code is not ob-
tained until a number of clock cycles later 
46 25ns clock for current memory cell making comparators working more precisely 
47 10 ns into 100pF means that the combined transition time for the rising and falling edges of the gate or 
clear pulses is about 10ns 
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Figure 3-13: standard layout of the SwitcherB in 180nm AMS48 CMOS technology with 

four rows of bump pads in the middle of the chip. Four bump columns are placed at 

both ends of the SwitcherB footprint for control signals and power supply. Additionally, 

this allows for a series connection of multiple SwitcherB chips along the balcony of the 

DEPFET module. The other 64 pads are for the ����� and  ��� channels. The big out-

put transistors are located at the top and the bottom of their corresponding output pad 

columns whereas JTAG and the digital logic are arranged at the corners of the chip 

[66]. 

3.6.2.2 SwitcherB operation mode 

As shown in Figure 3-14 (bottom) the channels are sequentially addressed by means 

of a 32 bit deep shift register. An external “1” which initializes its serial input .¦��×0 is 

clocked .�¹ç0� through all the channels. Once a channel is enabled (e.g. ��〈C〉 for se-

lecting the first channel), a low voltage control block acting as level shifter unit transfers 

controlling information from the low voltage digital domain to the high voltage analog 

output stages [67]. Two fast common strobe signals .¦�� ,�¦���0�are activating the high 

voltage switches49. A voltage regulator .ä��¨����0�generates four high voltage supplies 

out of two main ones. For more details about the high voltage channel of the SwitcherB 

see [68]. In this context one feature of the DEPFET matrix sometimes causes confu-

sion. Since it consists of pMOS transistors a matrix row is regarded as Âê, if the corre-

sponding  ��� signal is at  ¹§ level whereas it is considered to be in Âëë state if the  ��� signal is at  æ¬ potential. For the ����� channels, this is just the other way around. 

The strobe digital logic block allows different operation modes depending on the rela-

tive position of the ����� or  ��� strobe signals with respect to the shift register’s clock 

signal. More information about the operation details can be found in 7.3. The slow 

control is based on a JTAG compatible interface mainly used for configuration of the 

chip’s operation mode and debugging purposes (bound ary scan chain). 

                                                
48 Austrian semiconductor manufacturer 
49 high voltage transistors distinguish themselves from standard transistors by a larger size and a much 
thicker oxide at the drain side; additionally these transistors use the enclosed design  to reduce radiation 
induced leakage currents [48]  

1.5 mm 
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Figure 3-14: Top: SwitcherB block diagram of the JTAG controller and boundary scan 

chain. Bottom: One output channel containing a voltage regulator, a low voltage control 

block, a CMOS-to-differential-current voltage-to-current (U/I)-converter (triangle) with 

its �����/ ��� drivers and high voltage power transistors [48]. 

3.6.2.3 SwitcherB Biasing 

The SwitcherB needs a 1.8 V supply voltage .ì«««0 for the digital part and four analog 

voltages for the  ��� and ����� operation. The high voltage power transistors can sus-

tain high «��¬¥ ��� and «��¬¥¦§¨�©� voltages. However, the voltage difference be-

tween analog high and low should be larger than 5 V and must not exceed 20 V. The 

chip substrate voltage .Ý¨í0 is connected to the lowest of all supply voltages. A refer-

ence voltage .ì��Éì«««0 at 1.8 V above Ý¨í� serves as digital ground for the level 

shifters. 

There are several rules for the power up sequence which have to be followed strictly 

otherwise the chip may be damaged. In general there must always be a current limit on 

the power supplies. Before starting operation the digital supply voltage has to be turned 

on. The next step the shift register gets cleared (filled with 0’s) and finally the analog 

supply voltages are switched on. 
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4 Hybrid 4.1 Board and FPGA Board 

4.1 Overview 

For the characterization of the DEPFET sensors a special test system was developed 

[54]. It consists of two printed circuit boards (PCB) responsible for housing the chips 

and the required mainly passive components (e.g. capacitors, resistors and connectors 

ensuring signal and power integrity): 

 

a) a hybrid board50 which assembles a small PXD6 matrix (64 rows, 32 columns), 

one SwitcherB, one DCDB and one chip called DCDRO51 responsible for read-

ing out and multiplexing the digitized data from the DCDB. 

 

Figure 4-1: Hybrid 4.1.07 board 

b) a general purpose field-programmable gate array (FPGA) board serving as a 

controlling unit. It acts as an interface between the hybrid board and the data 

acquisition system. On the one hand it configures, steers and reads the DCDB 

and SwitcherB and on the other hand it communicates via USB connection with 

the host PC where the data acquisition, processing and displaying is imple-

mented [69]. 

                                                
50 the PCB is called hybrid, since more than one distinctive device type is combined (silicon sensors, 
chips, active and passive mechanical components) 
51 RO stands for readout 
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Figure 4-2: Aluminium box with FPGA board and connected hybrid board. 

4.2 Hybrid 4.1 Board 

All hybrid boards can be distinguished via their specific version number H4.1.x (H = 

hybrid board, 4.1 = design revision, x = individual identifier). For the PXD the chips will 

be mounted directly on the DEPFET sensor matrix using bump-bonding and flip-chip 

techniques due to the very tight space limitations. Unfortunately the DCDB bond pads 

are very narrow pitched and therefore cannot be directly connected to a standard PCB. 

This problem is solved by the wire bond adapter shown in Figure 4-3, developed and 

fabricated at the MPI Semiconductor Lab (HLL). It utilizes a one aluminium layer tech-

nology [43]: DCDB, DCDRO and SwitcherB are bump-bonded with gold studs and 

manually placed solderballs on these wirebond adapters, which in turn are glued onto 

the hybrid PCB and electrically connected using wirebonds. The matrix is also wire-

bonded to the different wirebond adapters and to the bond pads on the PCB. 

  

Figure 4-3: Left: DCDB wire bond adapter without assembled chips. The wire bond 

pads on the bottom establish a connection from the DCDB to the matrix. The pads to 

the left and to the right are for power and control signals. Right: small DCDRO chip on 

top followed by the DCDB; wire bonds to the columns of the matrix and also from the 

SwitcherB chip located on the bottom left. 
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The PCB implementation establishes a very flexible environment for testing purposes: 

it allows to send test input signals to the DCDB via its monitor bus or one of the input 

channels, which are accessible by means of SMA connectors [67]. For testing the 

DCDB chip one of these SMA connections will be linked to an external source meas-

urement unit (SMU) in order to calibrate the internal current source of the DCDB. Addi-

tionally, a test board was wirebonded to the SwitcherB chip facilitating the measure-

ment of the steering sequences with an oscilloscope. A small hole in the PCB directly 

underneath the detector permits irradiating the sensor on the backside. Finally the vias 

of the PCB provide for bias measuring or for probing digital signals sent from and to the 

DCDB.  

4.3 FPGA Board 

One of the fastest and most flexible solutions for testing the combined effectiveness of 

DCDB, SwitcherB and DEPFET matrix is to use a field-programmable gate array 

(FPGA). An FPGA is a reprogrammable silicon chip based on a matrix of configurable 

digital logic blocks  (CLBs) connected through a massive fabric of programmable in-

terconnects. FPGAs allow users to reprogram the chip to a desired task or functionality 

after fabrication. This feature distinguishes FPGAs from Application Specific Integrated 

Circuits (ASICs), which are custom manufactured for specific applications and are built 

on fixed digital logic. As an example, DCDB pipeline and SwitcherB fall into the ASIC 

category. 

At the end the decision between ASIC or FPGA comes down to the question of scala-

bility versus flexibility: ASICs are advantageous when it comes to high volume design 

(much lower unit costs) and full custom capability. FPGAs offer a faster time-to-market, 

much lower initial costs and the ability of reprogramming for special features. FPGAs 

use specific Hardware Description Languages (HDL) like verilog or VHDL. At first 

glance these look like normal programming languages such as C++. However, they 

differ significantly in the following aspects: first, HDLs explicitly include the notion of 

time and secondly, whereas a C++ program runs through a sequential series of instruc-

tions, HDLs describe concurrent circuits being able to model multiple parallel process-

es (such as flip-flops or adders). For the test setup the FPGA chip has to meet several 

criteria [54]: 

� Flexibility: adapt to different test scenarios. 

� Connectivity: connect to all relevant inputs and outputs of the device under test 

(DUT) and being able to communicate with a computer. 

� Speed requirements: these are mainly driven by the target operation frequency 

for the DCDB of 320 MHz and requires a programmable, fine grained, clock 

management as well as high precision with respect to the time shifting of the 

SwitcherB signals. 

� Memory: provide storage capacity for 8 consecutive small PXD6 matrix frames 

and internal memory space for different SwitcherB sequences. 
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� Safety, Stability and Testability: especially to mention are test points for all volt-

ages and relevant signals and a monitoring system for controlled power up se-

quencing and voltage control. 

The Virtex4 LX4052 FFG114853 (Speed Grade -10)54 FPGA from Xilinx Inc. [70] satisfies 

all of these requirements and forms the core of the FPGA board55. It offers 41,472 logic 

blocks, 1,728 Kb56 block RAM and a total of 640 general purpose inputs and outputs. 

The digital clock managers (DCMs) deliver an adjustable output frequency derived from 

the input clock by simultaneous frequency division and multiplication [71]. The user 

may specify any integer multiplier (M between 2 and 32) and divisor (D between 1 and 

32) under the constraint of a maximum clock frequency of 400 MHz. For example, 

M=16 and D=5 would multiply the input clock of 100 MHz by a factor of 3.2. 

In addition to the FPGA chip several peripheral devices are available on the PCB. Of 

particular note is the USB 2.0 add-on card offering an interface to the computer. It con-

sists of a microcontroller and a storage device for its program code. The microcontroller 

provides a USB 2.0 compliant PC connection. An 80 pin IEEE connector ensures the 

link to the FPGA [72]. The USB 2.0 interface manages a theoretical data throughput 

between FPGA and connected PC of 60 MB/s however, in reality a data rate of only 

about 12 MB/s was achieved [67]. The connection to the hybrid board is established 

with a 200 pin high speed connector. The FPGA is powered from a single input voltage 

in the range of 4.5 to 5.5 V generating a total of 10 internal voltages. 

The DCDB chip digitizes the drain currents of the DEPFET matrix and multiplexes them 

onto an 8-bit wide parallel output. With an operating clock frequency of 320 MHz each 

row of the matrix is switched every 100ns. Hence it takes 1.6 µs in order to read out a 

single frame from our test setup. One single frame requires a memory space of BT8�&9�$
�)� Æ BG�79î)  TCN8�->5�) (8-bit resolution). The total raw data rate will be 

around 1.28 GB/s which is huge compared to the 12 MB/s USB/PC-connection of the 

FPGA system. Since the storage capacities of the FPGA system are limited a triggered 

readout scheme is applied. By means of the block memory generator from XILINX a 

ring buffer within the block memory was created to store 8 subsequent frames (con-

sumes 16.384 KB out of 216 KB available block RAM which is more than sufficient for 

the test purpose57). Accordingly the matrix readout rate can be decoupled from the 

available data transfer bandwidth of the DCDB. 

 

                                                
52 LX denotes the platform family (LX, FX and SX) offering multiple feature choices and combinations to 
address all complex applications, 40 denotes the rounded number of logic cells (in thousands) 
53 FFG denotes a lead free package type, 1148 the number of available pins: this relatively large number 
strongly simplified the routing during the PCB design [34] 
54 determines the reference clock range up to 400 MHz [100] and the chain delay resolution of 75 ps 
(chain delay elements are individual small buffers) an important number to keep in mind for the DCDB 
delay settings 
55 12-layer 100 mm x 160 mm sized PCB 
56 kilobits 
57 the actual Xilinx Virtex7 series offers 30 times more logic cells and also 30 times higher block memory 
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5 Test Plan for the Gated Mode 

5.1 Overview 

Regarding the Gated Mode operation two basic strategies are under consideration: 

• Junk Charge Generation: how much additional charge is generated during the blind 

phase potentially distorting the signal? 

The applied method is emptying the internal gate with a normal readout sequence, 

switching the Gated Mode on, impinging a laser pulse on the backside of the DEPFET 

sensor, thereby creating electron/hole pairs in the bulk. Finally, switching the Gated 

Mode off and hopefully observing no signal charge collection in the internal gate if the 

external voltages are chosen correctly. 

• Signal Charge Restore: how much of the junk charge will arrive in the internal gate? 

Here the internal gate is not empty. The applied method is the creation of a known load 

quantity with the laser, impinging on the bulk in the sensitive mode. After switching on 

the Gated Mode and waiting some time (1-3 frames), the normal readout sequence 

sets in again. Ideally there should be no charge loss from the internal gate escaping to 

the ����� contact. 

The whole schematics for the experimental set-up including power supply, laser driver 

and laser pulse generator is depicted in Figure 5-1. 

T

 

Figure 5-1: Experimental Set-Up for testing of the Gated Mode 
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5.2 Testing of Hybrid4 PCB compon ents 

Before starting with the Gated Mode analysis one has to ensure that the electronic read 

out system is working properly. First of all the matrix, the DCDB and SwitcherB chips 

have to be characterized individually before running the detector prototype operation. 

5.2.1 PXD6-Matrix 

The matrix was already tested on wafer-level showing no „shorts“ and no „opens“ 

(meaning: no interruption of conducting paths). 

5.2.2 DCDB pipeline Characterization 

The DCDB pipeline characterization starts with a digital functionality check in order to 

find the correct sample delay for the 8 DCDB columns58. The digital test injection com-

prises a particular pattern of constant input values. Next the transfer curves for each 

ADC channel are determined using a SMU for internal source calibration. The main 

task consists of determining the operational settings with respect to minimum noise. 

Ideal transfer curves should show smooth slopes within a certain bandwidth irrespec-

tive of a chosen ADC-channel. 

5.2.3 SwitcherB Characterization 

5.2.3.1 Programming of SwitcherB 

As already mentioned, the SwitcherB offers different operation modes, which have to 

be programmed individually. The sequencer as part of the FPGA firmware is based on 

a RAM (“sequence-RAM”) that is sequentially reading out binary programmed se-

quences from a text file. In order to allow fast clocking the program sequence has to be 

arranged in 4 parallel sub-lines each containing 1 bit: one for the laser trigger, one for 

Strobe�����, one for Strobe ��� und one for CLK. These 4 sub-lines are packed into 

one RAM-line accessible with a dedicated RAM address. The read-out time is inversely 

proportional to the frequency of the FPGA clock. In case of 320MHz one clock cycle 

corresponds to 3,125 ns. Accordingly one RAM-line is 16 bits wide and loaded every 

12,5ns to the serializer (the serializer sends one sub-line every 3,125 ns to the Switch-

erB inputs). 

A second RAM (“address-RAM”), also 2 bytes wide and clocked with the same read 

clock as the “sequence-RAM”, allows to access specific addresses directly as well as 

programming loops and jumps in a very simple manner. 

The read-out of one matrix row needs some time for various reasons: first a complete ����� requires at least 10ns to be finished [46]. Additionally, the  ��� activation time, 

the reception of the drain currents and the rising and falling edges of the signals are 

putting constraints on the read-out speed. However, the main restriction comes from 
                                                
58 the DCDB pipeline is organized in 8 column groups (each containing 32 channels) 
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the DCDB since each of the 256 ADC pixels needs 32 clock cycles for generating a 

byte of data [63]. Hence at the compulsory frequency of 320 MHz the total read-out 

time sums up to 100ns for one row, resulting in 1,6 µs for one frame of the test setup. 

Selected rows will be turned on by changing voltage supplies from high voltage to low 

voltage (e.g. 3V to -2V vs source). The existing FPGA allows the storage of 8 subse-

quent frames.  

5.2.3.2 SwitcherB oscilloscope measurements with test board 

The bare SwitcherB chip in our experimental setup is embedded in a ball grid array 

(BGA)-substrate and connected with the mounting pads of a wire bond adapter. With a 

length of just 50µm the pads of this adapter are too small for the probe of the oscillo-

scope. Additionally, the matrix has to be protected from the sharp tip of the oscillo-

scope probe. Thus a test board must be mounted on the circuit, wiring the  ���Ý and �����Ý of SwitcherB. This enables oscilloscope measurements of the self-programmed 

sequences of the Gated Mode for SwitcherB. 

5.3 The Gated Mode Analys is 

After insertion of the matrix on the Hybrid4 board a new analysis tool called “Bonn-

DAQ” (see chapter 7.2.1) is used for various types of measurements. First, the correct 

mapping has to be determined with the help of digital test injections and thorough stud-

ies of the wirebonded connections between matrix and DCDB. Next, the pedestals of 

the drain currents have to be shifted to match the dynamic range of the DCDB. This is 

done by adjusting the current sources at the input or output node of the transimped-

ance amplifier .ìê¦¨í×�and�ìê¦¨íÂ¨�0ÈÕ as shown in Figure 3-10. An important issue 

will be the programming of the laser trigger in the FPGA verilog code. The next step is 

to calibrate the laser source. This is done in a two-fold way: by means of a radioactive 

source (Cd109) and by measuring different pulse lengths and amplitudes directly with a 

laser power meter. 

After the DCDB tests many additional voltages have to be adjusted. This again makes 

it necessary to find an optimal operation window. An automatic sweep tests different 

voltage combinations with respect to ����� ��� and �����æ¬�ï/�����¹§ð�voltage. Addi-

tionally, the impact of different drain voltages ( ���Â/ ���ÂÉÉ) has to be investigated. 

Special attention will be laid on pedestal analysis since it is essential for the PXD oper-

ation to find out, how long it takes to switch into the Gated Mode and return back to 

normal operation. 

                                                
59 ìê¦¨í× is a much stronger current source than ìê¦¨íÂ¨� providing a coarse grain adjustment 
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6 DCDB pipeline Characterization 

6.1 DCDB Test Software 

Before starting with extensive test series a fundamental decision had to be made con-

cerning the appropriate computer operating system. A natural and easy solution would 

maintain the existing openSuse60 software: all needed programs and processes were 

up and running, in plain language at least at the beginning this would have saved a lot 

of time. Nevertheless the Belle II collaboration has decided to use Scientific Linux as 

target operating system and therefore it was advisable to pursue a more burdensome 

path at the start in exchange for hopefully fewer problems at the end. 

The FPGA plays an important role as interface between DCDB and host computer. It 

delivers the steering signals .�¹ç and ¦ñê�òäâ¦âÖGB� needed for synchronous data 

transfers, it facilitates the slow control and JTAG configuration of the ASICS, it decodes 

and filters the raw DCDB data and it temporarily stores the data for later transmission 

to permanent storage. Since the clock frequency between FPGA and USB microcon-

troller is by one order of magnitude lower than the envisaged target frequency of the 

DCDB, these functionalities have to be implemented directly in the FPGA firmware and 

not outside in a PC program code [67]. The ISE Design Suite from Xilinx enables the 

conversion of the verilog code into a Çí¬�-file, a binary format which is required by Xilinx 

FPGAs containing all relevant configuration information for the circuit. For the testing of 

the DCDB a �§áÇí¬� file already existed and it was not necessary to change anything in 

the firmware. 

On the PC side a software suite developed at the university of Heidelberg establishes 

the connection to the FPGA and thus an indirect communication to the ASICs. It is 

compatible with all Linux operation systems adopting the C++ programming language 

and the Qt framework as graphical user interface. In principle, testing DCDB is nothing 

else than injecting some test sequences to the chip by varying the input signals and 

recording their output. Single channels can be analyzed via the integrated plot envi-

ronment called çÞÜâ, multiple channels are captured and analyzed with another pro-

gram called Ø«�Ø��ó���.  
6.2 Digital functionali ty check  

For debugging purposes and for finding the correct mapping of the matrix pixels the 

DCDB offers a very useful switch Ö�Ý�×ãâ which injects a test pattern into the DCDB’s 

digital logic block. 
                                                
60 openSuse belongs to the long list of Linux distributions 
61 the 320 MHz clock signal controls the serialization logic, whereas the ¦ñê�òäâ¦âÖ signal is used as 
synchronous reset for the entire digital logic of the DCDB 
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A careful chip design ensures that the clock edge reaches all circuits of the DCDB chip 

simultaneously. Nevertheless any clock signal distribution structure introduces some 

signal delay, the so-called clock insertion delay which is approximately 2 ns for the 

DCDB [67]. This certainly causes problems for the synchronization of the data streams 

since it is in the order of the clock’s period of 3.125 ns.62 One method of circumventing 

this problem introduces some delay elements, extending the delay to exactly the next 

clock period. In this way the output signal can simply use the next edge of the same 

clock to sample the data signal. The FPGA program code already implements a fixed 

coarse grain adjustment to synchronize the inter-chip connection between FPGA and 

DCDB. However, some additional fine grain delay elements facilitate the fine-tuning of 

the valid sampling points. 

The DCDB is organized in 8 columns each containing 32 channels.63 Instead of a real 

analog to digital conversion an internal source injects a constant input value to the digi-

tal block. ADC channel C64 should show an output value of ¥BTÐ, channel �B and B cor-

respond to a value of C and all other channels of the digital test pattern should show an 

output value of UBTÐ. With the help of this pattern the sample delays for pairs of two 

columns were adjusted in ±75 ps steps and finally the exact position of the ADC chan-

nel “zero” in the byte stream was determined.  

6.3 Conversion Algorithm 

Analog to digital converters employ different coding techniques based on the same 

principle. The simplest method uses an iterative algorithm to determine the n-bit output 

of the ADC: as an example an 8-bit system digitizes the input range to 28 = 256 dis-

crete measured values. The conversion process starts with the most significant bit 

(MSB). If the doubled input signal T Æ Vtu is larger than a specific threshold or reference 

current V�L�, the MSB is set to B and the threshold is subtracted, if it is lower, the MSB 

is set to C. Next the residue signal V�Ls is multiplied by 2 and the same procedure is 

repeated in order to get the following bits until the operation is finished after 8 cycles. 

The reference current is set to the dynamic range of the ADC, which is defined as the 

difference between maximum and minimum input current V�L�  VÃ£  V��O � V�tu. Let 

us assume a threshold of 8µA and the detector measures a signal of 4.2 µA as illus-

trated in Table 6-1: 

 

                                                
62 assuming a frequency of 320 MHz 
63 in the DCDB reference manual the channels are referred to as pixels 
64 in electronics it is common to include the zero for counting purposes 
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Clock 

cyc le 
[ôõ  ? [ôõö Bit Operation [ôõ  ? [÷ôõö Bit Operation 

1 8.4 > 8 1 .Vtu � 80 Æ T 8.4 < 8.5 0 Vtu Æ T 

2 0.8 < 8 0 Vtu �Æ �T 16.8 > 8.5 1 .Vtu � 80 Æ T 

3 1.6 < 8 0 Vtu Æ T 17.6 > 8.5 1 .Vtu � 80�Æ �T 

4 3.2 < 8 0 Vtu Æ T 19.2 > 8.5 1 .Vtu � 80�Æ �T 

5 6.4 < 8 0 Vtu Æ T 22.4 > 8.5 1 .Vtu � 80�Æ �T 

6 12.8 > 8 1 .Vtu � 80 Æ T 28.8 > 8.5 1 .Vtu � 80�Æ �T 

7 4.8 < 8 0 Vtu Æ T 41.6 > 8.5 1 .Vtu � 80�Æ �T 

8 9.6 > 8 1  67.2 > 8.5 1  

Table 6-1: Example of a conventional converter with exact comparator (left) and with 

imprecise comparator (right in red) causing a reference current offset. 

The resulting 8-bit code for 4.2 µA is BCCCCBCB.65 Unfortunately the conventional con-

version algorithm is very sensitive to the accuracy of the comparator. Small deviations 

causing the actual comparison level to exceed V�L� would expel the signal from the re-

gion of convergence. This type of error is called comparator offset. 

  

Figure 6-1: Robertson diagram [73] representing the transfer function of a conventional 

cyclic ADC. Left: precise ADC with no comparator offset. The horizontal axis plots twice 

the residual current being compared with the reference current. The vertical axis dis-

plays the updated residue current. Right: the ADC leaves the region of convergence 

contingent on a positive comparator offset where Vø�L� ù TV�Ls ù V�L�. In contrast, if there 

is a negative comparator offset and V�L� ù TV�Ls ù Vø�L� the updated residual current 

could be less than zero. 

Coming back to the above example, the actual comparison level of the ADC now 

should step up UCÇÈ��³ to Vø�L� instead of V�L�.66 As soon as the residue drops out of the 

convergence region the result suffers from leaving the dynamic range with increasing 

                                                
65 this result looks sufficiently accurate since the whole input range of 8 µA is divided by 256 which gives a 
LSB value of 0.03125, consequently a digital value of BCCCCCBC corresponds to an analog value of .TÏ U T� U T�0 Æ CÇC�BTÈ  B�� Æ CÇC�BTÈ  NÇBGTÈ 
66 one reason for this offset might be some transistor mismatch in the comparator circuit 
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errors as can be seen in Table 6-1 (red). Only in cases where the comparator offset is 

less than ½ LSB the ADC residues would remain inside the convergence domain [74]. 

The DCDB pipeline digitizes the input currents with the more robust redundant signed 

digit (RSD) conversion algorithm [73]. Instead of one comparator level now two thresh-

olds SV��, symmetrically surrounding the old comparison level, are used. If the compar-

ison takes place after the multiplication by two, V�� must lie between ú�V�L� , Cû 
and�úC, V�L�û, respectively, and T Æ V�Ls ü ú�T Æ V�L� , T Æ V�L�ûÇ GÐ For the DCDB the com-

parison levels are set to SV�L� T⁄ . If the input signal is larger than the upper threshold, 

the converter would produce an output code of BC and the reference current is sub-

tracted.68 If the input signal is lower than the lower threshold, the output code is set to CB and the reference current is added. If the input signal is in between the two thresh-

olds, the bits are set to CC and no arithmetical operation is carried out. Next the residue 

signal is multiplied69 by two and the same procedure is repeated ,for 7 further conver-

sions [63, 75]. 

V�Lsý  þTV�Lsý�� � V�L��������������������������������������4<�TV�Lsý�� ù V�L� T⁄ � BCTV�Lsý�� ���������������������������4<� �V�L� N⁄ � TV�Lsý�� � V�L� T⁄ � CCTV�Lsý�� U V�L����������������������������������4<�TV�Lsý�� � �V�L� T⁄ � CB (6-1) 

The comparator’s accuracy or,, more precisely, the tolerance level for keeping the resi-

due in the dynamic range has now increased to SV�L� T⁄ . 

  

Figure 6-2: RSD converter with allowed values for the comparison current between  úC,SV�L�û. 
Before applying this approach to the example above several adjustments have to be 

made: the dynamic range changes from �C��³, 8��³� to ��N��³�, UN��³�, the input cur-

                                                
67 the reference current is set to the difference between maximum and minimum input current divided by 
two V�L�  VÃ£  .V��O � V�tu0 T⁄  
68 the redundant signed digit algorithm is often referred to as 1.5-bit stage [99]  
69 effectively the residuals of the two current memory cells are summed up which is equivalent to a multi-
plication by two 
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rent changes from NÇT��³ � CÇT��³ accordingly, and the comparison level is no longer V�L��+$5�V��  V�L� T⁄ .  

 

Clock 
cyc le 

[ôõ  ? [�h Bit Operation [ôõ  ? [÷�h Bit Operation 

1 0.4 in s2 00 Vtu Æ T 0.4 in s3 00 Vtu Æ T 

2 0.8 in s2 00 Vtu �Æ �T 0.8 in s3 00 Vtu �Æ �T 

3 1.6 in s2 00 Vtu Æ T 1.6 in s3 00 Vtu Æ T 

4 3.2 out> s2 10 .Vtu � N0 Æ T 3.2 out> s3 10 .Vtu � N0 Æ T 

5 -1.6 in s2 00 Vtu Æ T -1.6 In s3 00 Vtu Æ T 

6 -3.2 out< s2 01 .Vtu U N0 Æ T -3.2 out< s3 01 .Vtu U N0 Æ T 

7 1.6 in s2 00 Vtu Æ T 1.6 in s3 00 Vtu Æ T 

8 3.2 out> s2 10  3.2 out> s3 10  

Table 6-2: Example of a RSD converter with exact comparators (left) and with compar-

ators shifted by SV�L� N⁄  (right in red) still ensuring that current residues remain inside 

the convergence domain. 

If the comparator offset level even rises by B�from�T � � as highlighted in Table 6-2, the 

8-bit ADC delivers exactly the same result as an ideal converter. Note that this is not 

generally valid for all input currents, but the ADC at least remains in the region of con-

vergence for comparison levels V�� � ü � úC, SV�L�û . 
The last step is the conversion of the entire array containing the RSD code into stand-

ard binary code: 

Starting with the MSB, a BC is consistent with 

a binary B, if the result is a CC the MSB 

matches a binary C and if the first RSD code 

delivers CB, a zero is shifted to the left and the 

two’s complement of one is added to it. For 

the remaining bits the following holds: a BC is 

treated as a shift to the left and adding a one 

to the code (multiply by one and add one), a CC corresponds to multiplying by two which 

means shifting to the left and adding C to the 

code, a CB would multiply the code by two and 

subtract a B, in other words decrement the bi-

nary code by one LSB. 

� � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � �ä¦«� � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � C� �CC� � � � � � � � C� C� Ýï¬É����É�,��åå�C�CC� � � � � � � C� C� C� Ýï¬É����É�,��åå�C�CC� � � � � � C� C� C� C� Ýï¬É����É�,��åå�C�BC� � � � � C� C� C� C� B� Ýï¬É����É�,��åå�B�CC� � � � C� C� C� C� B� C� Ýï¬É����É�,��åå�C�CB� � � C� C� C� C� B� C� C� Ýï¬É����É��� � � B� B� B� B� B� B� B� �åå�T�Ý�©§àá�Ç�� � � C� C� C� C� C� B� B� �CC� � C� C� C� C� C� B� B� C� Ýï¬É����É�,��åå�C�BC� C� C� C� C� C� B� B� C� B� Ýï¬É����É�,��åå�B�� C� C� C� C� C� B� B� C� B� Ý¬��å�©§å��� B� C� C� C� C� B� B� C� B� ¨Ý¬��å�©§å��� � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � ��
The RSD algorithm implements the subtraction by adding the two’s complement of 1 or 

equivalently inverting all the bits encountered before the first bit set to one, including 
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the present [73]. The described procedure delivers the signed70 code. To obtain the 

unsigned code, V�L� corresponding to  �/-  B has to be added. An 8-cycle quantiza-

tion of the input signal produces 8 pairs of bits in redundant format which is equivalent 

to 8 U B bits in standard binary format.71 Compared to the conventional converter ex-

ample the RSD conversion now turns over BCCCCBBCB  .TÅ U TD U T� U T�0 Æ ÅEF� NÇTC�BTÈ�³ for both ADCs. The accuracy of the current duplication and reference sub-

traction/addition no longer depends on the threshold values, unless the threshold off-

sets are within SV�L� T⁄ . 

The logic implemented in the digital part of the DCDB follows a conceptually different 

method proposed by [76] for “on-the-fly” serial translation of redundant signed digits 

into two’s complement binary format. However, the result should be exactly the same.  

6.4 ADC Error Sources 

As mentioned in chapter 3.6.1.2 even a perfect linear transfer function shows some 

error, resulting from the quantization of a continuous signal into a limited number of 

digital output codes. The deviation for an ideal ADC is SB T⁄  LSB. The minimum quan-

tization error can be calculated assuming an ideal converter with step width =  B�·/-  

and uniformly distributed probabilities ².J0  F} �<97� 	� }� 
 J 
 U }�� �953�7î4)��².J0 C�as 


4�4
$
�=$8�54�8549���7797  �B=  J�(J} �⁄
�} �⁄

 ¾=�BT  ·/-√BT (6-2) 

 

The quality of an ADC can be assessed by static and dynamic performance parame-

ters. The Gated Mode operation measures a relatively static, DC-like input signal, 

therefore the first category is considered the most important. Major static parameters 

include the offset error, gain error, nonlinearities and static noise. The offset error is 

defined as the difference between the ideal and actual output value when the digital 

output code is zero [77]. It will be treated analog to the DEPFET’s pedestal currents 

described in 7.2.2.2 and corrected by the offline analysis software [54]. Similarly, gain 

variations representing a difference in the slope of the actual and ideal transfer function 

are corrected offline. 

The differential nonlinearity (DNL) is defined as the difference between the actual step 

width and the ideal code bin width which is B·/- divided by the ideal code bin width 

[78]: 
                                                
70 the signed binary code uses the MSB to discriminate whether the number is negative (MSB = B) or posi-
tive (MSB = C) 
71 for the DCDB  the amount of digital output pads is limited, hence the least significant bit (LSB) conver-
sion is omitted, implicitly accepting a reduced digital conversion accuracy by a factor of B �⁄  [49] 
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�H·�  .���F � ��0 � ·/-·/-  ���F � ��·/- � B� (6-3) 

with ���F � �� the width of code bin��Ç DNL characterizes the ADC’s precision, in other 

words its ability to relate a small change of the input current to the correct change in 

the code conversion. Perfect differential nonlinearity coincides with �H·  C.  �H·� 
�CÇÕ indicates that the ADC has missing codes as shown in Figure 6-3: an infinitesi-

mally small input current change between two adjacent digital codes causes an output 

change of at least two codes, with the intermediate code never being set. Additionally, 

if an ADC is giving a lower conversion result for a higher input stimulus the ADC is said 

being non-monotonic or inverting. 

 

Figure 6-3: Differential Nonlinearity (DNL) with missing code 

The integral nonlinearity (INL) is defined as the deviation, expressed as a percentage 

of the full scale range, or in units of LSBs, of the actual transfer function from a straight 

line. The DCDB test algorithm uses a straight-line fit as shown in Figure 6-4 in order to 

determine the closest approximation to the ADCs actual transfer function. 
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Figure 6-4: Integral Nonlinearity (INL) showing some curvature 

In contrast to DNL the output code deviates from the ideal location instead of the ideal 

width. Both terms can be related by the following formula: 

VH·� ��H·��
��F  (6-4) 

Fundamentally INL represents the curvature in the actual transfer function relative to 

the ideal transfer function. 

RMS noise (including random noise and quantization error) is any deviation between 

the output and input signal except for deviations caused by linear time-invariant system 

responses or DC level shifts [78]: 

:�/��94)�  �B��.>t � >�0�u
t�F �F �⁄

 (6-5) 

with  the number of samples in the data record, >t the sample data set and >� its mean 

value. 
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6.5 ADC characterization 

6.5.1 Optimize Sett ings 

The determination of the correct settings to run DCDB pipeline properly is a very com-

plex and time consuming task.72 In theory all 25 DAC sett ings depicted in the input 

mask of Figure 6-5 permit an integer value73 between 0 and 127. This alone would give BTÐ�E different possibilities. Moreover including all other 40 configuration bits of the 

global shift register (most of them are illustrated as check-boxes in Figure 6-5) and 

adding the external power supply with 6 different DCDB voltages (see Table 6-3) one 

clearly realizes that a systematic scan would not be feasible in reasonable time74. For-

tunately the designer building on his rich experience and detailed chip knowledge de-

livered an initial setting serving as an excellent starting point. Additionally, only DAC 

values marked as ×àá§�����  in the DCD-Bv4-Pipeline Reference Manual [63] exert 

significant influence on the conversion result. Some of the important DACs are deliber-

ately kept at 0 or at another fixed value, hence ultimately only the following 6 parame-

ters were picked out for further optimization: ä�É×,�«�«äÂ¥ì««,�«Ø��×ë�Ü�¬�Ý,�«Ø��×Ü¥¦§¨�©�,�«Ø��×Ü¦§¨�©�T,�«Ø��×ØàáÜ�¬�ÝÇ�
�

Supp ly Voltage Value 

RefIn 0.9 V 

DCD_AVDD 1.8 V 

DCD_DVDD 1.8 V 

AmpLow 0.4 V 

DCDRO_VT 0.9 V 

DCDRO_VDD 1.8 V 

Table 6-3: Supply voltages for DCDB pipeline measurements 

 

                                                
72 the whole DCDB analysis was performed without any DEPFET sensor attached 
73 the full scale DAC current is 10 µA 
74 bearing in mind that one KUPE plot takes on average 30 seconds 
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Figure 6-5: DCDB pipeline optimized settings 

The next step is figuring out which error parameter should be minimized in order to 

avoid conflicting goals. For this analysis the signal noise measured in ADUs was cho-

sen to be most important. It is calculated separately for every input signal by the stand-

ard deviation of all samples75 relating to that particular signal. For the evaluation of the 

accuracy of a DCDB’s ADC channel the signal noise should be kept well below 1 ADU. 

In principle test input signals can be sent to the ADC channels from an internal current 

source via its monitor bus or from an external SMU to one of the wire bonded input 

channels. However, the internal source generates much faster and less noisy signals. 

Nevertheless a SMU is necessary for calibration purposes though the link must be de-

coupled after calibration in order to avoid interference noise. The following procedure 

proved to be very useful: 

 

                                                
75 for each ADU 100 measurements were performed, in more specific terms this means that each time the 
3 internal sources increment the current by one DAC unit (until the maximum of 3x128=384 DACs corre-
sponding to 30µA), 100 samples are taken out and get averaged 
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� Select a “bad” (=noisy)  ADC channel using the KUPE plot program, which dis-
plays the transfer curve, INL and noise of the respective channel as shown in 
Figure 6-6.�

� Try to change by ±10% every DAC setting as well as RefIn and DCDRO_VDD 
in 0.1V steps in an interval between, respectively, 0.8-1.2V and 1.8-2.2V. 

� Take notes: 
o Are the characteristics improving/worsening (e.g. noise spikes, INL 

spikes missing codes, bumps etc.)? 
o Does the setting variation change the nonlinearity for negative values? 
o Is there any change in the minimum ADC code? 
o Is there any improvement/deterioration for some other channels? 

  

Figure 6-6: Left: Bad ADC channel with high INL and high noise. Right: Same ADC 

channel after settings optimization. The x-axis does not represent input currents as 

misleadingly shown in the diagram, but arbitrary units subdivided into 384 steps from C�59�BCC Æ BC�Ô. Since the whole internal current source adds up to 30 µA, one unit 

corresponds to about 78.125 nA. Accordingly, a x-value of G Æ BC�E corresponds to an 

input current of 18 µA. 

In total there are at least 2025 different settings (5 per each power supply parameter 

and 3 per each DAC value). Since even small DAC variations sometimes showed a 

strong impact on the transfer curve characteristics the optimization was performed also 

on intermediate values. The final settings are shown in Figure 6-5. 
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6.5.2 Analyzing the ADC Transfer Curves 

When optimizing a certain ADC channel it was frequently observed that the ADC char-

acteristics of other channels suddenly deteriorate. This is mainly due to statistical pro-

cess variations within the ASIC, like different doping concentrations or transistor mis-

matches. Another reason for this observation might be a distinct voltage drop on the 

power support rail as shown in Figure 6-7. Since the DCDB channels are organized in 

a BG Æ BG matrix (as seen in Figure 3-9) and the support lines must be kept small be-

cause of area constraints the more distant channels get less power.76 

 

Figure 6-7: Current variations of DCDB channels. The lines represent the eight DCDB 

columns containing each 32 channels organized in a double row. Most distant channels 

(15 and 31 get the least power; note that these are negative currents) 

                                                
76 this problem should be fixed with the next DCDB version by connecting the gate of the nMOS sources in 
only one point [101] 
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Figure 6-8 shows the set of 256 transfer curves superimposed77 on each other using 

the optimal settings as shown in Figure 6-5 and listed in Table 6-3. For an ideal ADC 

the parametric current sweeps should generate a straight line within its operational 

range. The offset variation can be estimated at ±1.5 µA around mid-range. This can be 

easily compensated by the current sources ìê¦¨í×/ìê¦¨íÂ¨�� as well as ìêØåå×ê/ìêØååÂ¨� and/or the 2-bit DAC shown in Figure 3-10. All parameters are 

expressed as a function of an arbitrary ADC channel index which are sorted by the 

respective position on the chip. 

 

Figure 6-8: Multi-channel ADC Transfer Curves 

The ADC gain as shown in Figure 6-9 is defined as the reciprocal of the slope of the 

transfer curve and expressed in Ø/Ø«Þ. It is roughly in the range between 72 – 78 Ø/Ø«Þ. The sawtooth shape might suggest a small gradient potentially caused by a 

voltage drop on the supply rails. The slope is taken from a straight line fit. 

 

Figure 6-9: Gain of all ADC channels (left) and Distribution of gain values (right) 

                                                
77 the calibration current can only be fed into one selected channel 
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The mean noise shown in Figure 6-10 is well contained below 1 ADU with a few outli-

ers reaching a maximum value of 1 ADU. The mean value is around 0.6 ADU. 

 

Figure 6-10: Mean noise of all ADC channels (left) and distribution of noise values 

(right) 

A significant problem arises from the analysis of INL and DNL for some channels, alt-

hough this is hardly recognizable in the transfer curve diagram because of the overlay 

by other channels. A closer look to the region with an input current at 21.5 µA and the 

output at +63 reveals a small bulge. This bulge is zoomed in for one channel in Figure 

6-11. 

 

Figure 6-11: Large missing code for one ADC channel (zoomed KUPE plot) 

A comprehensive DNL representation for the whole DCDB is shown in Figure 6-12. 

None of the ADC channels shows a DNL < 1 which strongly suggests the existence of 

missing codes. The question arises at which level a higher DNL would be considered 

as problematic. A DNL of 2 corresponds to 2 ADU or approximately 150nA which is 

equivalent to a signal of 375 electrons. On the other hand noise is about 110 electrons 

(0.6 ADU)78 and 6 σ is equivalent to 660 electrons. In practice the threshold for detect-

ing some signal will not be set below 1000 electrons so a reasonable estimate for prob-

lematic DNL would be in the range of 5 ADUs. Unfortunately almost 25% of all ADCs 

have INL and DNL equal to or well beyond 5 with a peak value 15. 

                                                
78 assuming a gain of 72 nA/ADU and an internal amplification of NCC� ²³ ��⁄  
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Figure 6-12: Top:  Missing codes per channel and ADU area. Middle left: Distribution of 

the sizes of missing codes. Middle right: Clustering of missing codes at certain ADU 

values. Bottom: Distribution of missing code pixels over a full matrix. 
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Missing codes 

The origin for this long missing code problem might be located in the ADC unit of the 

DCDB chip79. Each ADC unit consists of a double cell block containing two current 

memory cells and two comparators (CompLo, CompHi) [79, 80]. The comparators are 

only connected to the voltage output of the first memory cell. The second memory cell 

is used for copying the input current after the subtraction of a 12µA input offset. The 

current stored in the first memory cell will be copied to the comparators where a 

threshold current will be added (CompLo 14µA, CompHi 10µA). Taking into account 

the input offset the current flowing into CompLo/CompHi is, respectively, 2µA and -

2µA. Depending on the input current size (too low or too high) the comparators gener-

ate a signal for adding, subtracting or disabling a reference current (4µA) to the input 

current of both memory cells. This procedure should ensure that the residue currents in 

cells 1 and 2 cover just half of the full signal range for an input signal within STV�L�. 

As a consequence the residuals of both memory cells can be summed together which 

is equivalent to multiply the output current by two. The result is stored into subsequent 

cells as required by the conversion algorithm described in chapter 6.3. Hence the con-

version result depends only on the precision of the multiplication and the precision of 

adding/subtracting V�L�. It does not rely on the accuracy of the comparator, provided its 

thresholds guarantee that the output residue currents occupy half the range after con-

version. 

Now let us assume that there is a larger mismatch between the original transconduc-

tor80 in the first current-memory-cell and the copy transconductor of the comparator. 

Due to the complex design of the transconductor even a small mismatch between tran-

sistor NFB1 and NFB2 in the copy transconductor, shown in Figure 6-13, can cause a 

critical change of the threshold voltage. As an example a positive input current of 5u81 

should flow (notice that the reference current direction is out of the transconductor). 

The mismatch between NFB1 and NFB2 amounting to 3u would erroneously keep the 

comparator in idle state with V����  C although it should generate a TooHigh signal. 

The output current will no longer be within half of the input range, ultimately leading to 

missing codes. 

 

                                                
79 a DNL increase for shorter sampling times was already observed for older DCD versions [34] 
80 also called U-I converter responsible for converting a voltage into current 
81 u = unit (µA) 
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Figure 6-13: Transistor level schematics of the transconductor for one CMC and one 

Comparator. The devices are controlled by the bias voltages82 ìë�Ü�¬�Ý,� ìÜ¦§¨�©�,�ìÜ¦§¨�©�T,� ä�Éë�� and ä�É× (fixed bias currents in red, variable signal currents in 

black). A nMOS transistor mismatch in the copy transconductor (NFB2) which is only in 

the order of � TN⁄  BTÇÈÓ can cause a critical change of the threshold voltage and 

lead to missing codes. 

If the effective threshold for TooHigh is larger than 4u (in the above example at È$  T$ U ∆$) and the input current is between 4u and the threshold one gets always 

the following result: MSB (TooHigh) would be CC instead of BC. The current gets dupli-

cated and in all further cycles a TooHigh is recorded. The bit sequence for TooHigh is CBBBòBBBB� corresponding to a value of 63. There are some ways of mitigating this 

problem for individual channels by changing biasing parameters as, for example, in-

creasing the ×Ü¦§¨�©� current or decreasing ä�É×�(if missing codes are predominantly 

observed in the +63 ADU area) but this could also have a negative impact on other 

parameters like noise.83 At the end this problem should be fixed with the next chip ver-

sion, where among other things larger nMOS transistors NFB1 and NFB2 are planned. 

nMOS transistors which serve as a current sink are more difficult to design because 

they must be constructed radiation hard as enclosed transistors84, and increasing the 

transistor size may be difficult because of constraints on the acceptable area of the 

chip.  

                                                
82 note that ìÜ¦§¨�©� and ìë�Ü�¬�Ý are current sources, whereasìÜ¦§¨�©�T is a current sink 
83 especially for ä�É× there is a tradeoff if there are missing codes on both +64 and -64 ADU 
84 in contrast pMOS transistors serve as current sources and are much easier to design radiation hard; as 
a rule of thumb for pMOS the source potential > drain potential whereas for nMOS ist exact the other way 
around 
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7 The Gated Mode Operation 

7.1 Conceptual Approach for testing of the Gated Mode 

The effectiveness of the Gated Mode operation can be tested by answering two ques-

tions:  

 

A. Is it possible to preserve charge in the internal gate during the Gated Mode? 

B. Does the Gated Mode effectively shield the internal gate from junk charge gen-

erated by noisy bunches? 

Both questions will be answered separately with two different experiments labeled ex-

periment A: Signal Charge Preservation (SCP) and experiment B: Junk Charge Pre-

vention (JCP). As a condition for the delivery of meaningful results an optimized opera-

tion point for the matrix biasing has to be found. This is achieved via sweeping the fol-

lowing voltages:  ���ÂÉÉ, �����æ¬�ï and ���������. The optimization goal consists of 

minimizing the lost charge during the Gated Mode. 

To evaluate if the Gated Mode works, a laser pulse is impinged on the backside of the 

DEPFET sensor and 8 DEPFET frames are consecutively read out, each with a par-

ticular sequence. The different sequences are abbreviated as follows: ä��å���������(C),�ä��å�§������� (R) and ä��å�§�������U�¹�Ý��� (RL). Concerning the Gated Mode there 

are four possibilities: Gated Mode with readout (GR), Gated Mode without readout (G), 

Gated Mode with readout + Laser (GRL) and Gated Mode without readout + Laser 

(GL).To avoid ����� pulse toggling on drain currents during sampling, ¦��� sets in as 

late as possible and is kept very short85 (12.5 ns). Previous studies on a predecessor 

readout chip provided some evidence that parasitic capacitances between «��¬,  ��� 

and ����� lines generate overshoots and undershoots directly after switching the steer-

ing signals [54]. Since the period of data sampling takes 30 ns (out of the 100 ns re-

quired to read out a full row) a too early ����� pulse could influence the data sampling 

and lead to wrong pedestal calculations.  

Even if both experiments deliver satisfactory results there is another complication, 

since the Gated Mode operation is afflicted with a severe time constraint. As stated 

earlier the noisy bunches pass the detector every 10 µs. The whole cycle, switching 

into the Gated Mode � switching off the Gated Mode and return to normal operation 

must occur significantly below this limit, otherwise there is nothing won. In particular 

high pedestal variations immediately after returning to normal operation distort the sig-

nal data and must be studied carefully. 

                                                
85 theoretically  the clear pulse can be shortened to 3.125, but then a very high clear pulse is required for a 
complete clear 
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7.2 Process ing Chain 

7.2.1 DEPFET Readou t System 

The data acquisition system (DAQ), internally referred to as “Bonn-DAQ” [81], inte-

grates the whole detector prototype system to the PC. Its main components consist of  

 

� a powering up/down sequence 

� a LINUX based USB driver connecting to the FPGA board 

� a DEPFET Producer responsible for the configuration of the DEPFET module 

(hybrid board and FPGA board) as well as steering and control of the data ac-

quisition 

� a USB readout client transferring the data to the â�����¨¬�å��, which assem-

bles complete matrix data and stores them into a shared memory buffer 

� an event server sending the DEPFET data to consumers like the «�����¨��¬�ó�Û§¬�§��(DQM) or to the ë¬���¸�¬��� (local disk). 

� a ä¨��§��§� server with GUI based ä¨��§��§����¬�� executing different input 

commands (e.g. start/stop monitor, reload file settings, write to the file writer, 

exit program) 

DQM is responsible for the online data processing on a graphical user interface with hit 

reconstruction, pedestal and noise analysis, common mode correction and cluster re-

construction. All these items are explained in the next chapter. Additionally, the DQM 

allows to find most of the DAQ and DEPFET matrix problems during the run. 

The file writer will be used to record triggered frames from the ring buffer of the FPGA 

for further offline analysis: from a theoretical viewpoint the FPGA could immediately 

process all data transferred from the DCDB. However, the USB 2.0 interface for PC 

communication creates a bottleneck since the data throughput is around two orders of 

magnitude lower than the data production rate of the DCDB at target speed. For that 

reason a triggered readout scheme is applied implemented at FPGA level. If the trigger 

is activated the FPGA records 8 subsequent frames, then stops recording and transfers 

the raw data to the PC. This package is labelled as one ����. After about 30 millisec-

onds the trigger is activated again and the whole process is repeated. The necessary 

off-line analysis is explained in the following chapter. 

7.2.2 The Gated Mode Analys is Tool 

7.2.2.1 Data Conversion 

The data coming from the FPGA will be stored in a binary Çå��-file to the computer. For 

further processing it must be transformed to a suitable file format. However, a self-

programmed solution would be a waste of time. A much easier way to convert native 
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DEPFET data comprises the adaption and integration of parts of the LCIO86 persisten-

cy framework and event data model to the Gated Mode analysis tool. Among many 

other things the LCIO framework defines a concrete file format (ÇÝ©�¬§-file) to store the 

data more efficiently. Additionally, a C++ interface is provided to read and write LCIO 

data files [82]. Besides serving as a persistency framework for the next linear collider 

physics and detector response simulation the model has been extended to support test 

beam data, vertex reconstruction and many other applications [83]. A program called �§������ integrates some useful functional blocks of the LCIO framework. Its only 

function is to convert the native binary Çå��-file to a ÇÝ©�¬§-file. The ÇÝ©�¬§-file contains all 

ADC values of the 2048 matrix pixels delivered from the DCDB. Furthermore it also 

includes the name of the detector, the event and frame number and the size of the ma-

trix in a run header. 

7.2.2.2 Pedestals, Noise and Common Mode Correction 

The next step in the process chain is performed by a program called «����Ü�§©�ÝÝ§� 
[84].  As the name implies this program unlocks the ADC values from the LCIO file and 

reassembles the pure charge signal to two-dimensional color plots and many useful 

histograms. It also connects to ROOT as a very powerful analysis tool for particle phys-

ics developed by CERN. 

The measured signal /�L�s of pixel 4� (where ¬�denotes the row and�ã denotes the col-

umn) is composed of four independent contributions: the pedestal value /t��L�, the input 

referred noise H.It� , C08Ð, the common mode correction HmI�, Cn and the pure charge 

signal /t�st¡ [44]: 

/t��L�s �/t��L� UH.It�, C0 U HmI�, Cn U /t�st¡ (7-1) 

Pedestals Calculation 

It is not possible to construct all constituents of the DEPFET matrix exactly identical 

with respect to their geometrical dimensions, doping concentrations etc. Even small 

variations within these parameters can lead to considerable discrepancies between 

measured drain currents88. A recent study at HLL determined the range of pedestal 

spreads between 14 to 25 µA where, depending on the gain setting, the latter covers 

more than the full dynamic range of the DCDB chip [85]. Accordingly it must be adjust-

ed with the 2-bit DAC of the DCDB for pedestal correction. For the calculation of the 

right pedestal value two conditions must hold: first the assumption that the pedestal 

offset is constant over many frames for each pixel and secondly the mean of the input 

noise and common mode noise should be normally distributed or, equivalently, inde-

                                                
86 Linear Collider I/O 
87 H.I, C0 are normal distributed random numbers with mean 0 and standard deviation I with individual 
numbers for each pixel (or row) or equivalently the oscillation of the signal distribution around its baseline 
88 in addition to statistical process variations ionizing radiation damage can have a significant impact on 
pedestal currents [102] 
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pendent of each other with mean zero. Otherwise there is no chance to correctly re-

solve the influencing quantities. Taking into account the conditions above the pedestal 

value can be estimated averaging the measured signal over a number 8Õ of so called 

dark frames90, these are frames without signal: 

/t��L�  B��m/t��L�sn�
u

��F � (7-2) 

The achievable precision in the estimate is given by [44]: 

I�L�  ¾I� £� U IÊ ��  (7-3) 

Accordingly averaging over �  BCCC frames improves the precision by a factor of 33 

compared to the combined common mode and input noise. 

Common Mode Correction 

The common mode correction adjusts for the row-wise correlated noise caused by the 

row-wise readout of the pixel matrix. In contrast to the pedestal noise, which is an in-

trinsic characteristic of silicon sensors, this is an external perturbation as for example 

rooted in the instabilities of the power supply or due to an electromagnetic pickup. As 

an example a sudden pickup current couples on the  ���Ý which would lead to an in-

crease of the current for the whole row. The common mode noise can fluctuate heavily 

from row to row and from event to event, but it is assumed to be totally correlated with-

in a row for any given event. To perform the common mode correction the row-wise 

average is subtracted after the pedestal subtraction: 

HmI�, Cn  B!&9��	/t��L�s � /t��L��!���
��F � (7-4) 

The common mode and pedestal corrected raw signal finally gives the signal value. 

From a methodological point of view this approach might be questionable for a row 

containing just 128 pixels. As a more robust mean estimator one can alternatively use 

a truncated mean91 or the median, which is resistant to outliers. 

Input Noise 

As a last step the input noise of the signal is determined. Even for DC input signals the 

internal circuitry of the ADC produces a certain amount of root-mean-square (RMS) 

                                                
89 1000 frames as a standard for gated mode analysis 
90 in order to exclude the influence from daylight some opaque membrane was put over the hybrid4 board 
and the dark box encompassing the whole device was closed 
91 excludes values above a certain threshold (e.g. 2 to 4 % of the highest pixel measurements) 
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noise due to resistor noise and thermal noise also referred to as "� µ⁄  noise92 [86]. The 

randomly distributed output codes are centered around the nominal DC input value and 

can be expressed in a histogram which is approximately Gaussian. The standard devi-

ation of the histogram is calculated corresponding to the effective RMS noise.93 This 

usually has an impact on the choice of the threshold, since the threshold has to be suf-

ficiently above the noise in order to avoid large noise occupancy for the detection of a 

signal. Assuming that /t��L�,Ê Êare common mode and pedestal corrected measure-

ments: 

H94)��.4, �0  �B��	/t��L�,Ê Ê � /#$�L�,Ê ��������������u
t�� � (7-5) 

The individual noise of each pixel is not further reducible. If the pedestal value of a 

specific pixel exceeds some threshold value .í�¬�ï��á¬%��Ý0�this pixel gets masked from 

further analysis. Additionally, a further cut is introduced for pixels showing a significant 

RMS compared to the average .ï§��á¬%��Ý0. The random noise of the analyzed pixels 

likewise follow a gaussian distribution with a root mean square standard value around 

0.6 ADUs. 

7.2.2.3 Data Assembling 

To discriminate pixels with signal from those without a signal a threshold or cut must be 

applied. On the one hand the cut must be high enough that no noise would be errone-

ously counted as a hit. On the other hand it should be as small as possible that no sig-

nal is rejected. The chosen algorithm first finds the seed pixel, which is the pixel with 

the highest signal value. In a typical operation the level for this seed finding mechanism 

is dependent on the pursued purpose: if the PXD6 sensor should detect MIPs the 

threshold should be as low as 7 ADUs (seed-cut), if a laser beam is tested the thresh-

old can be easily increased to much higher values depending on the beam intensity. 

Another issue is related to the clustering mechanism around the seeds. Since particles 

hit the detector at different incident angles, neighboring pixels must be included to de-

termine the total deposited signal charge. Accordingly the program code scans the sur-

rounding area and compares it with a second limit, the so-called neighboring or zero 

suppression threshold. This process is repeated until no pixel neighbor is found ex-

ceeding this neighboring threshold. In this way also δ-electrons which sometimes can 

                                                
92 although the electronic part dominates by far 
93 since the output codes are randomly distributed with mean 0, the RMS exactly corresponds to the 

standard deviation I  &Fu �.AF � �0� U .A� � �0� U'U .Au � �0��  &Fu .AF� U A�� U'U Au�0  � A� £ 

with mean value �  Fu .AF U A� U'U Au0  C 
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move a long way parallel to the detector can be detected [87]. The compound value of 

the whole cluster area94 gives the signal value. 

All relevant settings for performing the analysis (e.g. defining thresholds, masking pix-

els, entering run number, file path etc.) are entered into a configuration ÇÇÇÇ%%%%à�à�à�à�-file. Most 

of the offline data processing and correction steps like input noise, pedestals and 

common mode correction are performed by the «���� Ü�§©�ÝÝ§�, whereas the charge 

signal is calculated by a program called ��¨Ý����Ü�§©�ÝÝ§�. 
7.3 Programming Switcher Sequences 

7.3.1 SwitcherB Strobe Log ic 

The ����� and  ��� channels of the SwitcherB are each controlled by a particular logic 

block. The schematic of the strobe logic for one channel is depicted in Figure 7-1. 

 

Figure 7-1: Schematic of the strobe logic for one SwitcherB channel. The numbers cat-

egorize logic elements referenced in the text. 

 

The elements of the control logic block are described in the following [88]: 

 

 

                                                
94 the average cluster size at Belle II is expected to be 2 pixels [38] 
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Combinational Digital Log ic 

 

This symbol describes an inverter or NOT gate which implements 

logical negation 

 

OR gates implement a logical disjunction. A 

high output results if one or both inputs are at 

high (see right the corresponding symbol with a 

truth table attached).  

A 

0 1 

B 
0 0 1 

1 1 1 

 

AND gates also behave according to Boolean 

algebra. A high output results only if both inputs 

to the AND gate are high. 
 

A 

0 1 

B 
0 0 0 

1 0 1 

 

The output of the exclusive OR (XOR) gate is 

true only when the values of the input differ. 

 

A 

0 1 

B 
0 0 1 

1 1 0 

 

NOR gates marked with a small circle at the 

output line negate the output of the OR opera-

tor. Together with NAND gates this is a univer-

sal gate since any Boolean function can be 

constructed using only NOR or NAND gates. 

 

A 

0 1 

B 
0 1 0 

1 0 0 
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Sequential Digital Log ic95 

 

This symbol characterizes a multiplexer which selects one or several 

digital input signals and forwards the selected input into a single line. 

This symbol denotes a D flip-flop (D for “data” 

or “delay”). A flip-flop is a binary storage device 

consisting of 26 transistors in the SwitcherB to 

make it single event upset (SEU) tolerant. It 

remains in the memory state as long as it is 

directed by an input signal to switch over to the 

other state. A D type flip-flop has a single data 

input (D) and a clock input (ù). It prevents the 

value of D from reaching the output (Q) until 

either a rising or falling clock pulse edge oc-

curs. Subsequent changes of the D input will be 

ignored until the next clock event. 

 

D 

0 1 

CLK 

0 ¤u�F ¤u�F 

↑ 0 1 

 

In contrast to D flip-flops the output Q of a D latch always reflects the 

logic level present at the D input. If the data on the D line changes 

state while the clock pulse is high, then the output, Q, follows the 

input, D. When the CLK input falls to logic 0, the last state of the D 

input is trapped and held in the latch. 

ëë�ß(ñù�
Shift register based on a cascade of flip-flops sharing the same 

clock. At any clock cycle the content of a flip-flop is shifted into its 

output which is connected to the data input of the next flip-flop. In 

accordance with the FIFO principle (first in first out) the first bit 

reaching the last flip-flop in the bucket chain is shifted out and lost. 

Table 7-1: Combinational and sequential logic elements of SwitcherB logic block. 

The digital logic block is steered by 4 different input signals: ¦��× activates a 32-bit 

deep shift register which interconnects the control blocks of all 32 channels of the 

SwitcherB chip. The input of the first as well as the output of the last flip-flop are linked 

to chip pads. Thus several SwitcherB chips can be chained together. The clock signal �¹ç� coordinates and synchronizes the activity of the two strobe signals ¦��  and ¦���, 

which in turn enable the  ��� and the ����� output. The other input signals .�§§Ý� ���å,  ���åâØ��� and  ���åâ0 are only coming into play during the Gated Mode operation. 

The boost signals (�§§Ý� ��� and �§§Ý������) directly activate the level shifter unit, 
                                                
95 in contrast to combinational logic the output of a sequential logic circuit depends not only on the present 
value of its input signal but on the sequence of past inputs; hence in order to determine the next state of 
an output the previous state must be stored in a memory (in some aspects a computer resembles an ad-
vanced sequential logic circuit) 

�«� ���¹«�

0 

1 

�«� ��
�
«������
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which is used to transfer steering information from the low voltage digital domain to the 

high voltage analog output stages. A  ��� is said to be in the Âê state if the corre-

sponding output driver reduces its potential to the  ���-low level. This is due to the fact, 

that DEPFET transistors possess a pMOS structure. For the ����� operation a positive 

voltage is needed in order to extinguish the internal gate. 

The normal readout and ����� operation for a specific row is initiated by storing a logi-

cal B to the ¦��×-flip-flop of the channel’s logic block as shown in Figure 7-1 (¦��×-flip-

flop labeled with number 1). At the rising edge of the clock the corresponding output 

drivers get boosted (enabled). The next clock96 pulse transfers the logical B from flip-

flop #1 to flip-flop #2. While keeping the output drivers in the boosted state the logic 

block is now sensitive to signals form ¦�� . A rising edge of ¦��  after the falling edge of �¹ç stores the logical B of flip-flop #2 into flip-flop #4. Since  ���åâØ��� is always high 

during normal operation mode the output of AND gate #1 is high and  ���Â of the 

specific channel is now enabled. The AND gate #2 ensures that the ����� pulse is only 

working when the  ��� is switched on and the �¹ç is on high level too. The  ��� returns 

to the idle potential as soon as the next  ��� is switched on. A link from Âä gate output 

#3 transfers the logical state of  ���Â to flip-flop #3, which leads to a delay in releas-

ing the boosted state by a single clock cycle. Consequently not only the activated 

channel gets boosted but also the previous and the following one [67]. 

In normal operation mode the controlling block also foresees the possibility of skipping 

rows or overlapping  ���Ý. For skipping rows the ¦��  signal simply has to be omitted. 

The overlapping  ��� feature generates an overlap of a few nanoseconds while switch-

ing rows. This may influence the readout frequency favorably. Additionally, a temporari-

ly absent offset current potentially occurring between row switching can be avoided. It 

is enabled with a rising edge of ¦��  before the falling edge of �¹ç and implemented in 

the logic block as interplay between flip-flow #4 and the sole latch element. However, 

for the Gated Mode analysis both properties are not used. 

In an ideal world all ����� outputs of SwitcherB would be simultaneously activated to 

shield the internal gate from noisy bunches. In reality the level shifters are boosted se-

quentially in groups of 8 channels to limit the high current supplies and to avoid dam-

ages to the chip. Two different operation modes can be selected: the Gated Mode with 

and the Gated Mode without readout. In the first case the Gated Mode is initiated by a 

high level on �¹ç or ¦��� at the falling edge of ¦�� . This would store a logical B into 

flip-flop ëë�Cù of FIFO register ëë�C(Èù depicted in Figure 7-2. The ����� changes to 

the high level immediately on non-active channels. Rows being enabled during the 

short readout time (100 ns) are sensitive to any irradiation but are not cleared. For a 

better understanding a closer look might focus on the operational details of the Gated 

Mode logic block: 

 

                                                
96 at 320 MHz a full clock cycle takes 3.125 ns 
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� During normal operation (non-overlapping  ���Ý) the rising edge of ¦��  has to 

be after the falling edge of �¹ç. Accordingly the state of the logical Âä input to 

the FIFO register would be on low level and a logical C would be stored into ëë�Cù. The rising edge of the ¦��  signal, in this case replacing the clock input, 

will be turned to a falling edge by the inverter. So no action takes place. 

� The ����� during normal operation is similar: indeed the data line gets a high in-

put from the logical Âä but the rising ¦��  edge translates to a low input prevent-

ing the D-flip-flop shifting the stored data to the output. 

� If now both inputs to ëë�Cù deliver a logical B which can be achieved by a high �¹ç or high ¦����level together with a falling edge of ¦�� , register�� #0 shifts its 

output to the next register. Simultaneously the  ���åâØ��� signal gets deac-

tivated and the �§§Ý� ���å signal gets enabled for all channels by the ßÂä gate. 

The following ¦��  signal shifts the data input from ëë�Cù to ëë�Bù and again 

injects a logical B to ëë�Cù. This in turn enables the  ���åâ input to the multi-

plexer which instantaneously switches the ����� pulse to high via its single out-

put �����Â signal for the first 8 channels. After three further ¦��  signals all 

channels are activated and the whole detector is in the gated or blind mode. ¦��  also enables the  ���Ý one after the other like in normal rolling shutter 

mode, though inverter #2 prevents the multiplexer from sending the ����� signal 

for the active channel during readout. 

The Gated Mode without readout is activated by stopping �¹ç while ¦��� is high 

(turning the Âä��gate permanently on high level) and ¦��  is running. Similar to the 

preceding situation the FIFO register gets activated and a minimum of 5 falling ¦��  

is required for switching all channels into the Gated Mode. Since the ����stops run-

ning no  ��� will be enabled and SwitcherB will resume normal operation from the 

last active channel after turning into the Gated Mode. 

 

 

Figure 7-2: Schematic of SwitcherB Gated Mode logic controlling all channels  
                                                
97 the term register is sometimes synonymously used with the term flip-flop 
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7.3.2  SwitcherB Controller 

The programmable sequencer responsible for steering the two SwitcherB chips is im-

plemented in the FPGA firmware. The sequences, expressed by an ordinary bit-code, 

are sequentially read from a writable memory (RAM) and have to be translated into 

microcode for SwitcherB. The sequence RAM contains five modes of operation: ���å�� �����, ä��å�§ �����, ä��å�§ ����� + Laser, Gated Mode and Gated Mode + Laser. 

These subsequences are organized in such a way that the memory readout logic is 

referenced to the same clock as used for the controlling of the DCDB. More concretely 

the code is entered in a csv98 text file consisting of 4 sub-lines. Each sub-line of a se-

quence contains 4 bits, the first one (from right to left) for the clock, then Strobe ���, 

Strobe����� and the last one for the laser trigger: 

Line #3: laser, 2: clear, 1: gate, 0: clock 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

0,0,1,0 
0,0,1,0 
0,0,1,0 
0,0,1,0 
0,0,0,0 
⁞ 
0,0,0,1   
0,0,0,1 
0,1,0,1 
0,1,0,1 
0,1,0,1 
0,1,0,1 
0,0,0,1 
0,0,0,0 
⁞ 

#start frame read & clear, activate gate 0 
 
 
 
 
 
#clock cycle for shifting to next row 
 
#clear row 0 while �¹ç is high 
 
 
 
 
#end of row 0 

Table 7-2: Small portion extracted from the sequence steering SwitcherB. The program 

code is easy to interpret, showing the implementation of the strobe logic described in 

chapter 7.3.1. 

To allow fast clocking 4 subsequent sub-lines are merged into one 16-bit wide RAM 

line in the FPGA99. Every RAM-line can be accessed with a dedicated RAM address. At 

320 MHz target speed the serializer sends one sub-line every 3.125 ns to the switcher 

inputs. After 32 steps one matrix row is activated sufficiently long for the readout and 

clearing process. This corresponds to 100 ns. Since the test matrix contains 16 rows a 

whole frame cycle takes 1.6 µs. 

Of special concern is the start-up phase of the device: whereas the DCDB is starting its 

task immediately after activation, the shift register of SwitcherB must be reset by writing 

16 zeros into it. This is implemented in the code by an extra start-up sequence of 512 

sub-lines inhibiting the DCDB readout during this time. 

Additionally, a much shorter frame RAM with a similar structure contains all the infor-

mation in which order the different subsequences have to be run through: 

 

                                                
98 comma-separated values (csv) 
99 again starting always from right to left 
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address code line number subsequence 

CCCCòCCCCòBCCCòCCCC� 128 read & ����� 
CCCCòCCCBòCCCCòCCCC� 256 read no ����� 
CCCCòCCCBòBCCCòCCCC� 384 read no ����� + laser 

CCCCòCCBCòCCCCòCCCC� 512 Gated Mode 

CCCCòCCBCòBCCCòCCCC� 640 Gated Mode + laser 

Table 7-3: Frame RAM pointing to the correct start address for running a subsequence 

Each subsequence is homogenous in the sense that it takes exactly one frame to finish 

this sequence although in principle it is also possible to program a mixture e.g. Gated 

Mode and ä��å�§������ within one frame. In that way the program is very flexible and 

allows to run through all possible combinations of different operation modes. For the 

purpose of the Gated Mode analysis 8 frames are sufficient, thus only 8 16-bit ad-

dresses have to be stored into the frame RAM. 

After resetting the FPGA the RAM-address is set to zero. The address counter will then 

increment with one clock delay, i.e. start-address minus one which is equivalent to per-

form the entire start-up sequence. Before stopping the sequences pass through an 

endless loop according to the stored sequences in the sequence RAM. 

7.4 Calibration Measurement 

7.4.1 Interaction of Photons with Sili con 

The indirect band gap of silicon equals 1.12 eV at 300K. Increasing doping concentra-

tions cause the band gap to shrink, since the wave functions of the electrons bound to 

the impurity atoms start to overlap. The p+ layer on the backside of the PXD6 sensor is 

just 3 µm thick. Its doping density distribution is Gaussian-like with a peak of BCFÄ/&
D. 

According to equation (B-1) this has barely an impact on the band gap energy of the 

detector. 

Upon light absorption two types of excitations are possible: lattice excitation with no 

formation of mobile charge carriers, and ionization processes with the formation of 

electron hole pairs. To conserve energy and momentum the electron hole generation is 

achieved by means of a two-step process. The photon vertically excites a valence band 

electron to the higher conduction band level. Then both, the electron and hole release 

their excessive kinetic energy by a process called thermalization in which their momen-

tum is transferred to phonons (warming up the detector). If the photon energy is very 
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high, the primary electron transfers its energy to other electrons thereby generating 

multiple electron hole pairs100 until it eventually stops. 

The mean ionization energy ¶.3*0BCB required for producing a charge carrier pair is a 

basic material property and changes as a function of the photon energy [89]. The ener-

gy dependence turns out to be non-monotonous due to the silicon band structure: at 

the lower extreme a minimum energy is necessary for electron hole pair generation, 

corresponding to a wavelength of 1.1 µm in the infrared area, whereas beyond the sili-

con is said to be transparent. If the photon energy ranges between the band gap and 

twice its value (2.24 eV) it can create only one electron hole pair. Above this constant 

value the mean ionization energy increases strongly to a peak value of 3.8 eV at 4.5 eV 

photon energy [90], then decreases to a constant value of 3.66±0.03 eV for incident 

photon energies between 50 eV and 1.5 keV [91] and reaches its asymptotic value of 

3.63 eV [92] for very high energies. 

Not all incident photons generate electron hole pairs. The quantum efficiency of a de-

tector characterizes its ability to absorb photons converted into detector current [93]: 

�  .B � :0)�B � �A².�x(0� (7-6) 

where ä is the reflectivity, ) the probability that a single photon will generate an elec-

tron hole pair, x is the absorption coefficient and�å the detector thickness. A photon can 

penetrate the sensor without any interaction or it can transfer part (Compton scattering 

depending on the wavelength) or all (Photoelectric effect) of its energy to a single elec-

tron. In general the photoelectric process is the predominant mode of interaction for 

photon energies below 50 keV in silicon (see Figure 7-6). The probability of photoelec-

tric interactions is inversely proportional to the cube of the photon energy ÀB �D⁄ . The 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provides data tables for the re-

sulting mass attenuation/absorption coefficients x  � �⁄ ��&
� 6⁄ � for almost all ele-

ments and covers photon energies from 1 keV to 20 MeV [94]. The transmission rate is 

given by V V�⁄ : 

V V�⁄  �A²��.� �⁄ 0A� (7-7) 

where V� is the incident intensity penetrating a layer of material with mass thickness A  �( which is obtained by multiplying the thickness å by the density ���6 &
�⁄ �. �B � V V�⁄  finally gives the interaction probability�). 
7.4.2 Laser Intensity Measurements 

It would be an attractive approach to measure the intensity of a laser pulse with an op-

tical power meter and to convert the entire photon flux into electron hole pairs in the 

DEPFET sensor. The internal gain could then be easily derived from the induced de-

                                                
100 this process is also called impact ionization 
101 ï is the Planck constant, ν the frequency 
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tector current. As a caveat this method relies on a lot of estimated parameters which 

are prone to errors. Nevertheless Appendix B outlines a proposal how this could be 

carried out. 

7.4.3 Radioactive Source Measurements 

Cd-109 with half-life of 461.9 d decays by electron capture to the isomeric (88 keV) 

state of Ag*-109 [95]. The 88 keV level of Ag*-109 has a half-life of 40 s and decays 

mainly by the emission of conversion electrons to the ground state of Ag-109 (see Fig-

ure 7-3).  

 

NGBÇÕ�åNGBÇÕ�åNGBÇÕ�åNGBÇÕ�å�óÝ�óÝ�óÝ�óÝ���������������� *!+,-.��,/0 ������1�  2,2Ç3�4õ5BCT����
���©��§�©�á�¨�����©��§�©�á�¨�����©��§�©�á�¨�����©��§�©�á�¨������
�ÕÇÐ�Ý�ÕÇÐ�Ý�ÕÇÐ�Ý�ÕÇÐ�Ý��������������������������������Ø�Ø�Ø�Ø�6666���� �

88ÇC�NB�88ÇC�NB�88ÇC�NB�88ÇC�NB������ì�ì�ì�ì����
áï§�§��à¬ÝÝ¬§Ýáï§�§��à¬ÝÝ¬§Ýáï§�§��à¬ÝÝ¬§Ýáï§�§��à¬ÝÝ¬§Ý����

©§©§©§©§������Ý¬§����©��§Ý��Ý¬§����©��§Ý��Ý¬§����©��§Ý��Ý¬§����©��§Ý����
�

Ý��í��Ý��í��Ý��í��Ý��í������

�

78+2-9,/0 ����
Figure 7-3: Nuclear level scheme of Cd-109 decay 

Conversion electrons use the electromagnetic energy of the excited nucleus to be ex-

pelled from the atom. Following this internal conversion, outer orbital electrons will fill 

the vacancy in the electronic shell, producing an X-ray or an Auger electron . This pro-

cess should not be confused with the photoelectric effect, where an external gamma 

ray ejects an electron form the atomic orbit or with beta decay, since the electron in 

beta decay comes directly from the nucleus induced by the decay of a neutron. Moreo-

ver beta decay generates a continuous energy spectrum, whereas conversion elec-

trons only contribute to a single sharp peak. However, this peak is not detected in the 

DEPFET sensor, because the Cd-109 source is encapsulated in a 1.02 mm thick beryl-

lium jacket with 0.127 mm silver coating and according to formula (C-1) 88 keV-

electrons have a maximum range of just 68 µm in this material. 

Consequently only photons can escape. Four peaks in the energy spectrum of the Cd-

109 decay can be expected: one, due the 88 keV γ-radiation, which are rare, because 

only an amount of 3.9% of all Ag* transitions remain unconverted. The second and 

third peak at around 22 keV and 25 keV, respectively, due to the emission of Ag K-shell 

                                                
102 the Q value corresponds to the amount of energy released by that reaction 
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X-ray quanta following the emission of conversion electrons and the fourth peak at 

around 3 keV, due to Ag L-shell X-ray quanta. 

 

Figure 7-4: Spectrum of Cd-109 source measured with CdTe γ/X-ray detector (data 

series courtesy of AMPTEK Inc.). The 2.98 keV :·;F peak is strongly suppressed as a 

result of the Be window on the detector. The 88 keV γ-peak is magnified by a factor of 

25. 

Figure 7-4 shows the X-ray and γ-ray spectrum of a Cd-109 source measured with a 

CdTe-detector. Cd-109 is a very well suited calibration source by virtue of its character-

istic pho topeak at around 22 keV which corresponds to about 6,000 electron-hole 

pairs in silicon. This is identical to the amount of electrons generated by a MIP in a 75 

µm thick silicon sensor. If a gamma ray deposits all of its energy into the detector this is 

counted as an entry. For the calculation of total entries within a certain time period the 

following parameters have to be factored in: the source geometry as depicted in Figure 

C-1, the activity or number of decay events, the probability of a photon emission per 

decay event and the photoabsorption probability in 50 µm silicon. All these figures are 

described and calculated in Appendix C. Figure 7-5 depicts a cluster histogram for two 

different  ���ÂÉÉ voltages: -2 V and -3.9 V. A gaussian fit determines the mean value at 

21.08 and 32.99 respectively. This yields an internal amplification of 

6}  &�$)5�7�
�8��?8�$�� Æ �µ�-�·/-�684� Æ �L�������u (7-8) 
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The DCDB LSB gain was determined at 71.7 nA/ADU from Figure 3-11. The Cd-109 

average photon energy ������u  TTÇÈN�"��can be inferred from Table C-1 as the sum 

weighted product of all XK lines with their respective final absorption energy in silicon 

and the e/h-pair creation energy �L� is 3.63 eV. Inserting the two cluster mean values 

from Figure 7-5 at 21.08 ADU and 32.99 ADU, respectively, delivers an internal ampli-

fication 6} of TN�Ç�� ²³ ��⁄ and �8CÇÕ� ²³ ��⁄ . Including a mean noise of 0.54 ADU the 

signal-to-noise ratio for the first measurement is about 39, for the second measurement 

around 49 with mean noise at 0.67 ADU. The small hump left to the peak in the bottom 

diagram comprises 15% of the total hits. It may be attributed to Compton scattering 

(5.6% according to NIST data, see Figure 7-6), inefficient clustering at the border pixels 

of the matrix (see Figure 7-7) and to other matrix specific effects. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-5: Cd-109 source measurements with two different  ���ÂÉÉ voltages at -2 V 

(top) and -3.9 V (bottom), respectively. The curves are from fits to the main peaks us-

ing a single Gaussian. 
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Figure 7-6: Silicon Mass Attenuation 1-100 keV (NIST data) 

 

Figure 7-7: Matrix hits smaller than 20 ADUs. Especially on the right edge of the matrix 

the clustering algorithm seems to not working properly. More specifically, the clustering 

cannot include pixel hits outside the sensitive area. This effect diminishes with larger 

matrix areas [96]. Other factors impacting the clustering process may stem from re-

combination losses in the p+ area (as described in Appendix B) or may be due to hits in 

the active row during readout being not fully collected yet. 
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7.5 The Gated Mode Sequences 

7.5.1 Mapping 

In particular, the mapping of the matrix pixels via DCDB channels and the various seri-

alization steps inside the DCDB and the FPGA to the displaying software is by far a 

non-trivial task. 
   J. Knopf (Thesis) 

The quotation still holds for this analysis. The process of finding the correct mapping 

was very time consuming, thus it could be convenient to outline the main aspects of a 

promising approach. Above all it is advisable to read the DCDB reference manual care-

fully for any updates especially with regard to the clock timings. The first valid byte of 

conversion data is produced after 191 clock cycles in DCDBv4 (DCDBv2: 171). Ignor-

ing this information shifts the PXD6 matrix by 80 columns and leads to strange obser-

vations. As an example, parts of a laser spot placed on the upper edge of the sensor 

simultaneously appear on the lower edge. 

Next, one has to clarify which DCDB channel is connected to which DEPFET column. 

This can be achieved via channel-wise activation of the digital test injection and writing 

down, one after another, the matching column observed in the online monitor. The re-

sult represents the position number of the relevant column in the output stream. This 

book-keeping procedure is necessary and can only be done manually. To arrange the 

matrix pixels in proper order the output stream position must be assigned to the geo-

metrical pixel layout. For this purpose the pad layout of the wire bond adapter has to be 

compared to the pad arrangement of the DCDB. 

7.5.2 Osc ill oscope Measurements and Simulation of Strobe Log ic 

This chapter investigates how fast the system switches in and out of the Gated Mode. 

The analysis was carried out in a two-step process: First a simulation of the SwitcherB 

strobe logic evaluates if the program code is correctly implemented [97]. Besides It 

allows to infer the reaction time under ideal conditions (no rising edges). The output of 

this simulation can be studied in Appendix E. 

Secondly a special test board depicted in Figure 7-8 was bonded on a different hybrid 4 

board directly to the SwitcherB outputs introducing the possibility to measure the  ��� 

and ����� output signals with an oscilloscope as shown for the Gated Mode with 

readout in Figure 7-9 and the Gated Mode without readout in Figure 7-10. 
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Figure 7-8: Small test board allowing oscilloscope measurements on Switcher outputs. 

Gated Mode with readout is activated by a falling edge of ¦��  while �¹ç is on high lev-

el. One open  ��� or active row length (100 ns) plus about 25 ns later the ����� 
changes to high level on non-active channels for the first SwitcherB channel group (8 

channels) at this moment enabling the Gated Mode. The 25 ns delay is contingent on 

the sequence code and can be shortened to a minimum of 6.25 ns. The measurement 

conflicts with the description in the SwitcherB19 reference manual, where ����� should 

change to high level immediately on non-active channels. The second channel group is 

activated/deactivated 100 ns later.  

Gated mode without readout is implemented by the fastest sequence code possible. 

While stopping �¹ç a series of 5 falling ¦�� BC� switches all column groups into the Gat-

ed Mode, the first one after 2 falling ¦�� �signals. One strobe cycle corresponds to a B 

in the first sub-line of the program code followed by a C in the second sub-line equiva-

lent to a total of 6.25 ns. Turning two column groups into the Gated Mode would corre-

spond to 18.75 ns, whereas for all SwitcherB channels it would take 31.25 ns. 

                                                
103 here again the measurement and simulation deviates from the reference manual where a minimum 
length of 8 falling ¦�� �is required   
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Figure 7-9: Oscilloscope measurement of the Gated Mode with readout. The ����� 
shifts down to low level on channels currently enabled. 

Getting out of the Gated Mode would take another 31.25 ns as shown in Figure E-2. 

The lost synchronization can be restored by consecutive fast �¹ç signals. This has to 

be compared to the Gated Mode with readout sequence where a minimum of 406.25 

ns is necessary to switch into the Gated Mode and about 300 ns for returning to normal 

operation. 

 

Figure 7-10: Oscilloscope measurement of the Gated Mode without readout. For turn-

ing back to normal readout operation the same sequence as for the Gated Mode with 

readout was applied. 
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7.5.3 Experiment A: Signal Charge Preservation 

In this experiment a laser beam impinges on the DEPFET pixels during sensitive state 

( ���ÂÉÉ, �����ÂÉÉ0Ç Then the Gated Mode is activated and the laser is (almost) switched 

off. Ideally no charge loss should be observed in the following frames. To optimize the 

charge loss during gating the laser intensity was reduced in such a way that the charge 

stored in each of the spot center pixels approximately reproduces one MIP hit. 

 

Figure 7-11: SCP sequence R-R-RL-R-G-G-R-C Gated Mode without readout. The 

frame sequence starts from top left to the right, then from bottom left to the right. For 

pedestal measurements this loop is repeated a few thousand times. The amplitude and 

duration of the laser pulse was set, respectively, to 800 mV and 1 µs, corresponding to 

about 320 MIPs (see Appendix B). For visualization purposes the laser pulse was cho-

sen relatively intense and broad (by increasing the distance between the laser optics 

and the matrix). The white and light blue pixels outside the laser spot area arise from 

artefacts or noisy pixels. 

The readout in Figure 7-11 starts at the bottom edge of each frame by enabling the first 

row for 100 ns and moves sequentially to the top row. This rolling shutter mode takes a 

total of 1.6 µs per small matrix frame. Comparing frame 3 to frame 4 one can observe 

that the laser pulse was still on while the readout process already passed the spot ar-

ea, so not all charge could be collected. In order to protect the massive internal charge 

1.
6 

µs
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from ����� the  ���ÂÉÉ voltage was determined at 8 V and ����� ï¬�ï at 18 V. Both volt-

ages stick together in a certain trade-off relation. Lowering the ����� voltage too much 

would not empty the internal gate after applying the short ����� pulse of 12.5 ns. In con-

trast a very high ����� voltage would increase the potential difference between ����� 
and internal gate and attract some electrons from the internal gate to the ����� contact. 

A higher  ���ÂÉÉ voltage in turn protects the stored electron charge though a too high 

level could lead to unwanted side effects like avalanche breakdown. Pedestals were 

taken for each frame separately. 

 

Figure 7-12: SCP sequence R-R-RL-R-G-G-R-C Gated Mode with readout and a laser 

pulse width of 400 ns and 1 V amplitude corresponding to about 190 MIPs. 

The laser pulse in Figure 7-12 was chosen with a higher amplitude of 1 V and a shorter 

duration of 400 ns. Comparing again frame 3 and frame 4 the charge seems now al-

most completely collected because the duration of the laser pulse was much shorter 

and the readout procedure reaches this part of the matrix only after 500 – 600 ns. 

For a numerical assessment of the charge losses the laser intensity was significantly 

reduced to replicate a typical MIP hit involving several pixels. By means of a voltage 

scan concerning the constellation of ���������,������ and  ���ÂÉÉ  the charge loss was 

minimized. Figure 7-13 visualizes the result in a chromatic diagram for a ��������� volt-
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age at -3 V versus source (equivalent to 4 V above ground –  ê«).104 Comparing the 

Gated Mode with readout to the Gated Mode without readout the outcome clearly fa-

vors the second method. While the Gated Mode without readout can be operated within 

the full examined voltage range for  ���ÂÉÉ at 3 – 8 V (equivalent to 10 – 15 V above  ê«) and ����� 14 – 18   V (equivalent to 21 – 25 V above  ê«) without losing any 

charge, the Gated Mode with readout requires a  ���ÂÉÉ voltage of at least 5 V to pre-

serve all charge. In general the charge storing capacity increases with higher  ���ÂÉÉ 
voltages and decreases with higher �����Â voltages. This characteristic was already 

observed in [98]. 

An explanation for the restricted voltage range of the Gated Mode with readout may be 

found in the simultaneous switch between  ��� and ����� voltages which has a certain 

RC time-lag, in other words the ����� pulse might be not hundred percent disabled 

when the  ��� is enabled for readout. This potential overlap of the voltage ramps, in 

turn, could remove parts of the charge from the internal gate to the ����� contact. 

  

Figure 7-13: Parametric voltage scan minimizing charge losses during the Gated Mode 

[99]. The  ���Â voltage was kept at -3.9 V. All voltages in the diagrams are refer-

enced to  ê«. Left: Gated Mode without readout. Right: Gated Mode with readout. 

Note that the scales differ substantially from the other. Closer inspection shows, that 

similarly to the Gated Mode without readout, the internal charge would also increase 

with higher  ���ÂÉÉ voltages. 

The tendency of additional charge at higher  ���ÂÉÉ voltages, exemplarily shown in 

Figure 7-14, might be explained by two effects which are both influenced by the strong 

coupling of the internal gate to the  ���ÂÉÉ�voltage: first, if the internal gate voltage is 

much larger than the �����ÂÉÉ voltage (constantly held at 3 V during measurements) 

there might be some electron back emission from the n+-����� contact. Secondly at 

higher internal gate voltages the potential gradient to the drain p-n junction increases. 

This would generate a higher electric field fostering an avalanche mechanism by im-

                                                
104 the best results were achieved at this ����������voltage 
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pact ionization. However, it might be also imaginable that there is a superposition of 

different influences, i.e. although some charge is lost the described effects ensure a 

balance. 

 

Figure 7-14: All voltages in the diagrams are referenced to  ê«. Left: SCP Gated Mode 

without readout. In all scanned cases there were no charge losses observed. Raising 

the  ���Â voltages too much would increasingly pull the detector out of its operating 

range and add some extra charge. Right: SCP Gated Mode with readout. Note that 

GMBef and GMAft are now reversed. The charge loss in the top diagram amounts to 

36%. The tail of the charge distribution after the Gated Mode is just visible in the left 

bottom corner of the diagram. If the  ���Â voltage is reduced further by 1 V to 10 V 

the charge loss would be curtailed even more to about 85%. Again with higher  ���Â 

voltage some charge is added. 
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7.5.4 Experiment B: Junk Charge Prevention 

In contrast to experiment A, the laser now impinges on an empty DEPFET frame during 

the Gated Mode. Ideally there should be no charge detected in subsequent frames. 

 

Figure 7-15: JCP sequence RL-R-C-G-GL-G-R-R Gated Mode without readout and a 

laser pulse width of 1 µs and 800 mV Amplitude. 

Figure 7-15 demonstrates that the gated frames can withstand relatively large charge 

doses. Figure 7-16 on the other hand demonstrates that this is only true for the Gated 

Mode with readout. Since a  ��� is still sensitive for 100 ns during readout the laser 

pulse generates charge which can be faintly seen in frame 6 – 8. To be fair, the Gated 

Mode without readout keeps one row continuously open and therefore sensitive before 

returning to normal operation. For the case shown in Figure 7-15 the program code 

always keeps the bottom row sensitive, so if the laser pulse would have been placed to 

the lower edge instead, a section of the spot would be visible. 

The readout mechanism during the Gated Mode enters a “dead zone”: while the Gated 

Mode without readout does not allow for data taking at all, the Gated Mode with 

readout suffers from junk charge and high pedestal shifts producing unusable readout 

data. 
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Figure 7-16: JCP sequence RL-R-C-G-GL-G-R-R Gated Mode with readout and a laser 

pulse width of 1 µs and 800 mV Amplitude. 

7.5.5 Pedestal Analys is 

The high ����� voltage applied to the matrix rows during the Gated Mode capacitively 

couples to the drain lines. This in turn causes an overshoot or pedestal shift when 

switching into the Gated Mode or reverting back to normal operation. More specifically 

a displacement charge induces a current flow which temporarily drives the DCDB out of 

its operational range. Additionally, the large voltage shift induces current fluctuations 

within the matrix and the SwitcherB chip, distorting the successive pedestal measure-

ments. 

For assessing the benefit of the Gated Mode it is extremely important to know how long 

the recovery takes after gating. To measure this effect 8 consecutive frame sequences 

were analyzed: the first frame read & ����� serves as a reference base, then two Gated 

Mode without readout frames follow up, subsequently accompanied by 5 more read & ����� frames as shown in Figure 7-17. Since the Gated Mode was not switched off ab-

ruptly, frame 4 is considered as a transition frame and hence of restricted use for this 

analysis. 

Rows 
sensitive 
for 100 ns 
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Figure 7-17: Pedestal Frame sequence C-G-G-C-C-C-C-C Gated Mode without 

readout. The red bar on top of each frame represents a faulty row which was masked 

for the analysis. The red area at the bottom of frame 4 illustrates that the Gated Mode 

is not fully disabled after frame 3 but takes additional 300 ns for switching off all chan-

nel groups. The red arrows in frame 4 indicate actual readout position when the Gated 

Mode is switched off for column groups 2,3 and 4, respectively. 

The pedestal shift is composed of two influencing variables as shown in Figure 7-18. 

The first one is a global shift, which can be removed by the common mode correction. 

The second one is an idiosyncratic increase of each pixel pedestal, which in first order 

can be approximated to a gaussian distribution with an RMS value of about 2 ADU [99]. 

However, on closer examination the right diagram in Figure 7-18 exhibits two peaks 

which can be attributed to the unexpected observation that the matrix appears vertically 

divided into two parts and the pixels connected to the first 16 DCDB channels of the 

matrix behave differently compared to the second half.105 In frames 6 – 8 the RMS val-

ue shrinks down to 0.81, 0.33 and 0.13, respectively. 

It is difficult to assess whether these fluctuations are low enough to obtain reasonable 

data. At this point it may be beneficial to recall that the primary reason for the applica-

tion of pixel detectors is to get a better position resolution. 

                                                
105 effectively this diagram represents an overlay of two different distributions 
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Figure 7-18: Left: total pedestal shift after the Gated Mode. The histogram shows the 

value difference of each pixel between frame 5 and frame 1. In an ideal world just one 

single peak at 0 with 2048 entries would appear. Right: pedestal variation after com-

mon mode correction basically shifting the mean to the left by 2 ADUs. 

In case of a single pixel hit and uniform particle density the average difference between 

real and measured impact position is given by [100]: 

I��st�t�u  ²√BT (7-9) 

with á the pixel pitch. For DEPFET pixels a spatial resolution of ²O √BT  BNÇN�<
⁄  and  ²Q √BT  TBÇGÈ�<
⁄  can be achieved. If the charge is shared by more than one pixel a 

particular algorithm is needed to cluster the collected data. One of the simplest meth-

ods for local position reconstruction is the Center of Gravity (COG) method derived 

from the well-known Center of Mass formula by replacing the mass term by the charge: 

7=Ê>ª  ∑ =t�7=t�t�∑ =t�t�  (7-10) 

with 7=Ê>ª the center of gravity coordinates and =t� and 7=t� the charge and mid position 

of a cluster pixel ¬ã�respectively. 

Apart from the pixel geometry the detector resolution also depends on the zero sup-

pression cut. Fixing this threshold too high would reduce the detector occupancy, but 

inevitably part of the information will be lost. On the other hand if this threshold is set 

too low the position resolution could suffer from noisy pixels adding some fake signals. 

To get an idea of the pedestal shift effect, let us construct an extreme example with a 

possible MIP hit, which is spread on a � Æ � cluster as shown in the left of Figure 7-19. 

Assuming a perfect detector the COG method would position the hit at (placing the 

middle of the seed pixel arbitrarily to the origin): 
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7=Ê>ª  TC K 	CC�U B K 	�ÈCC �U BC K 	ÈCC �U T K 	 CÐÈ���  @B�ÇG��<
NÇÈN�<
 A 
If the zero suppression cut for the neighboring pixels is set to 5 ADUs the center of 

gravity would change to: 

7=Ê>ª  TC K 	CC�U BC K 	ÈCC ��C  @BGÇGG�<
C�<
 A 
Now inserting maximum pedestal shift values (±5) just to the upper right region the new 

position would change to 

7=Ê>ª  BÈ K 	CC�U Ð K 	ÈCÐÈ�U BÈ K 	ÈCC �U È K 	ÈCÐÈ�N�  @T�ÇTÈ�<
TCÇÕ��<
A 
which deviates from the real position by 

	T�ÇTÈTCÇÕ��� 	B�ÇG�NÇÈN �  @ ÕÇGT�<
BGÇ�Õ�<
A 
which is still close to the required spatial resolution of @BC�<
BÈ�<
A for the PXD detector . 

 

  

Figure 7-19: Left: � Æ � cluster with ideal (red) and zero suppressed (blue) center of 

mass position. Right: extreme case where pixel cells are shifted incorporating maxi-

mum pedestal shift values. Green spot indicates effective change of position. 

The COG method was chosen just for illustrative purposes. For DEPFET pixels much 

more sophisticated approaches are used. Especially the assumption of a linear relation 

between the charge fractions and the distance between the centers of two pixels is 

abandoned. In any case this effect imposes a time penalty on the readout of subse-
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quent frames and further investigations, especially Monte Carlo analyses, are neces-

sary to determine the point in time where useful data can be registered. 

Another interesting insight into the Gated Mode characteristics is delivered by adding 

together the pixel values row by row and subtracting them from the corresponding row 

sum in the reference frame. Figure 7-20 clearly shows the distinct settling down of the 

amplitudes within the first frame after the Gated Mode (diagram left above) coming 

almost to rest in the last frame. 

 

  

  

Figure 7-20: Subtraction of summed row values from the corresponding row sum in the 

reference frame. The big amplitude in row 14 of the first diagram is due to the fact, that 

the Gated Mode is switched off with a time lag of about 300 ns. To get the average 

deviation of a pixel the amplitude has to be divided by 32 (pixel number per row). 
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8 Results 

 

The whole study can be subdivided into two main parts: a characterization of the steer-

ing and readout chips related to the Gated Mode and an in-depth analysis of the Gated 

Mode by means of a detector prototype system. 

First of all special attention should be paid to system biasing. This involves both a sta-

ble power supply and the determination of the appropriate voltages. The operation of 

the test setup requires a total of 17 voltages. Even small voltage variations can lead to 

substantial changes concerning the system characteristics. To provide an example, 

despite optimized DCDB settings some matrix pixels randomly produced error codes 

especially apparent in the second and third position after the MSB. As a result many 

fake hits were detected in the ±32 and ±64 ADU area. Only after changing the digital 

voltages for DCDB and DCDRO from both 1.8V � 1.9/1.95V respectively this problem 

could be fixed. 

On the matrix side there are a lot of capacitive couplings which have to be scrutinized 

and adjusted carefully. 

The key measurement results are as follows: 

� DEPFET detector prototype system was operated at full target speed of 320 

MHz. 

 

� DCDB pipeline was optimized to very low noise levels around 0.6 ADUs. The 

long missing code problem (≥5 ADUs), which affected almost 25% of all ADC 

channels was still not solved for DCDB pipeline. After extensive measurements 

under the supervision of the designer the origins of the problem were under-

stood (at least by the designer). A final chip revision will repair this deficiency. 

 
 

� Various Gated Mode sequences were programmed and tested directly on the 

SwitcherB output channels in order to find out whether this chip works properly. 

Apart from some discrepancies to the reference manual with respect to the de-

scribed reaction time and the actual one measured by an oscilloscope this chip 

behaved exactly as expected. 

 

� To calculate the number of electrons corresponding to one ADU a calibration is 

necessary. For this objective a Cd-109 is best suited for DEPFET sensors, 

since its characteristic photopeak at around 22 keV mimics almost exactly one 

MIP.  At a  ���ÂÉÉ�voltage of -3.9 V an internal amplification of �8CÇÕ� ²³ ��⁄  was 

observed. 
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� The results of the Gated Mode tests are summarized in Table 8-1:  

 

Criteria GM w/o RO GM w RO 

Turning full matrix into 

the Gated Mode 
Minimum 31.25 ns 

Minimum 406.5 ns (shorter 

possible at cost of losing 

synchronization) 

Getting out of 

the Gated Mode 
Minimum 31.25  ns 

Minimum 300 ns (lower 

possible at cost of losing 

synchronization) 

Charge loss during 

the Gated Mode 

No charge loss within a 

wide voltage range 

No charge loss choosing 

relatively high  ���ÂÉÉ�
voltage 

Protecting sensor from 

junk charge 
No junk charge stored 

Junk charge stored in 

activated rows 

Sensitiveness of detector 

during the Gated Mode 

Only actual line is sensitive 

during the whole gating 

period 

Rows switched on subse-

quently after gating are 

each sensitive for 100 ns 

Synchronization with down-

stream electronics 

Out of synchronization 

since �¹ç stops toggling 

(can be restored by apply-

ing fast CLK signals) 

�¹ç remains synchronized 

Pedestal variation after 

the Gated Mode 

Very high random pixel shifts immediately after the Gat-

ed Mode operation fading out to an RMS of 2 ADUs after 

1.2 µs with maximum  fluctuations of ±5 ADUs 

Total time loss for switching 

in and out of the Gated Mode 

and turning back to normal 

readout operation 

300 ns (including fast 

clocking for synchroniza-

tion and a full  ���Â time 

of 200 ns during passage 

of noisy bunches) + 1.2 µs 

for pedestal fade out (fur-

ther analysis required for 

reducing this figure) 

906.5  ns + 1.2 µs 

Table 8-1: Summary of the Gated Mode results 

� As a general result all measurements indicate that the Gated Mode works and 

could potentially make a major contribution to reduce the PXD dead time during 

the cooling period of the noisy bunches, though system effects of large matrices 

were not considered yet. 
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9 Conclusion and Outlook 

The procedure of DCDB settings optimization revealed that some voltages offer just 

little margin permitting only a very narrow ideal operation range. The long missing code 

problem can lead to substantial performance deficiencies if not sorted out by the next 

chip version. 

Regarding the Gated Mode operation a strict time limit of 10 µs defines the maximum 

tolerable gating period. This was inferred from the revolution frequency of the noisy 

bunches (caused by the continuous injection scheme of SuperKEKB) passing the de-

tector. Taking into account all programming and hardware developing efforts it is es-

sential to keep the total Gated Mode related period well below 5 µs, otherwise all ex-

penditures would not be worth the trouble. In an ideal world the gating mechanism 

would instantaneously blind the detector during the 100 ns passage of the noisy 

bunches and afterwards immediately return to normal readout operation. In reality there 

is a certain time-lag to switch in and out of the Gated Mode followed by serious current 

fluctuations, that impede readout for a distinct time period. In principle, these two pa-

rameters, namely the time to switch into the Gated Mode and the time to switch back 

into normal operation, are qualified for further optimization and one should bear in mind 

that every µs saved increases the data gain by 10% throughout the damping time. 

Considering the beam injection process the Gated Mode could gain significantly in im-

portance: until now it was assumed that the beam cooling takes about 4 ms. This was 

simply taken over from former KEK experiences. If the new nano beam scheme causes 

unforeseen trouble and the damping time elongates the usefulness of the Gated Mode 

would increase substantially. In the extreme case where the cooling period almost 

matches the injection interval of 20 ms this feature would be indispensable for a mean-

ingful operation of the PXD at SuperKEKB. 

A clear recommendation is given in favor of applying the Gated Mode without readout. 

On the one hand this reduces the switching time by more than 600 ns. Synchronization 

issues can be solved by introducing fast clock signals after gating in order to catch up 

the row delay. This mode also offers much more stability in terms of a wider applicable 

voltage range concerning signal charge preservation. The high pedestal variations im-

mediately after gating require further in-depth analysis to determine the optimal point in 

time where the DAQ system is able to accept normal readout data. This could be well 

below 1.2 µs. In this context it is inevitable to make further measurements on hybrid 4.1 

board to determine the absolute minimum for the total gating time. 

By all means the situation is different for a full half ladder. Because of larger capaci-

tances one can expect larger RC times and maybe a longer time period for pedestals 

settling down. Moreover the communication with DHP and DHE introduces additional 

complexity and must be tested thoroughly. Finally several new, not fully understood 
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effects, such as for example different pedestal shifts between the first and second hori-

zontal half of the matrix as shown in Figure 9-1, deserve further investigations. 

  

Figure 9-1: Different pedestal shifts in the first and second half of the matrix after apply-

ing the Gated Mode 
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Appendix A: B-Meson Decay 

The derivation of the B meson decay distance starts with the center of mass energy �Ê  for the Υ.N/0 resonance using natural units B  &  B: 

�Ê  √)  ¿.²�C� U ²2C�0� (A-1) 

with ²�C�  .��C� , ²=2C�0���²2C�  .�2C� , ²=2C�0 as the energy-momentum four-vector of 

the high energy respectively low energy ring. Assuming a head-on collision .©§ÝD �B0 and applying four-vector properties .²�  �� � ²=�  
�0�the equation for the cen-

ter of mass energy can be rearranged to: 

)  �²�C�� U ²2C�� U T²�C�²2C� ���������������������������������������
 
�C�� U
2C�� U T��C��2C� � T²=�C�²=2C� �����
 
�C�� U
2C�� U T��C��2C� U T|²=�C�||²=2C�| 

� N��C��2C����������.� � ² � 
0 

(A-2)  

The energy level of the Υ.N/0 resonance is known to be 10.58 GeV, accordingly 

�Ê  √)  T¿��C��2C�  BCÇÈ8���� 

E ��C��2C�  TÐÇÕ8NB � T8 

(A-3)  

Various energy combinations would fulfill this requirement as for example ÈÇ� Æ ÈÇ����� 

representing a symmetric energy collider. In the rest frame the center of mass energy 

of the Υ.N/0 resonance corresponds to the mass of a parent particle �  �Ê �decaying 

into two B mesons with equal mass 
Ú  
Ú�  ÈÇT8����. They are emitted with an 

angle of 180° .²=Ú  �²=Ú� �,���|²=Ú|  |²=Ú� |  |²=|�0 between them. 

)  �  .²Ú U ²Ú�0�  .�Ú U �Ú� , C0�  .�Ú U �Ú�0� (A-4)  

��  T
Ú� U T�Ú�Ú� U T|²=|�  T
Ú� U T�Ú.� � �Ú0 U T.�Ú� �
Ú�0 (A-5)  

F �Ú  �T  
(A-6)  
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|²=Ú|  |²=Ú� |  ¿�� � .T
Ú0�T  ¿.BCÇÈ8� � BCÇÈG�0T  CÇ�TÈ���� (A-7)  

Applying an active106 Lorentz boost transformation in z-direction, 

GHH
I �J²JO²JQ²JpKL
LM  N R C C XRC B C CC C B CXR C C R O N

�²O²Q²p
O 

in the rest frame with ²p  C would give 

�P  R�Ê  

²Jp  XR�Ê  

E XR  ²Jp�Ê  |²=Ú| U |²=Ú� |�Ê �  

(A-8) 

 

with XR the Lorentz boost parameter. Hence at a symmetric collider the average flight 

distance 〈·〉 is 

〈·〉  XR&yÚ  ..|²=Ú| U |²=Ú� |0 �Ê ⁄ 0.NÈÕ�
0  .CÇGÈ BCÇÈG⁄ 0.NÈÕ�
0� T8�
 (A-9)  

assuming a mean lifetime of yÚ  BÇÈ� Æ BC�F�. One can see that at symmetric colliders 

the newly created B mesons would remain nearly stationary and hence the decay dis-

tance of the B particles would be very small, impossible to be measured by today’s 

vertex trackers. 

A method for circumventing this problem is to apply unequal energies, so the entire 

system experiences a Lorentz boost with respect to the laboratory. For example 8ÇC Æ �ÇÈ����,�the asymmetric energy of the former KEK collider is fulfilling condition 

(A-3). A very large energy asymmetry is provided by the positron-electron-project 

(PEP-II), a collider hosted by the BaBar (“B and B-bar”) experiment at SLAC National 

Accelerator Laboratory Stanford University with ÕÇC Æ �ÇB����. 

On the shady side there exists a direct relationship between energy difference and 

emittance growth. Indeed the higher energy would compress the emittance of the HER 

but this is bought dearly with a much higher emittance in the LER.107 Additionally, a 

higher boost would deteriorate detector acceptance since this would shift the vertices 

                                                
106 in active Lorentz transformations the particle gets transformed in contrast to passive transformation 
where the coordinate system gets transformed 
107 in order to compensate for different emittances, the LER is additionally equipped with a damping ring, 
while for the HER a low emittance gun is sufficient 
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more in the direction of the non-sensitive cap region of the PXD detector. The optimal 

value of the asymmetry must be found by balancing these factors. For SuperKEKB a 

proportion of Ð Æ N���� was chosen primarily in order to reduce emittance growth for 

the LER thereby supporting the nano beam scheme. 

²  Q��C�CC��C�
RU Q �2C�CC��2C�

R��������.� � ² � 
0�  

|²=|  
RX���8�(�����  
R� (A-10)  

E X  |²=|�  ��C� � �2C���C�U�2C�  �BB  CÇ TÐ����� (A-11)  

R  B¿B � X� E RX  CÇT8�È (A-12)  

As a result the asymmetric energy mode gives the --� system a net laboratory momen-

tum which increases the path length before decay. An overview of Lorentz boosts and 

decay lengths for different ���� colliders is given in Table A-1. 

 

Collider HER (GeV) LER (GeV) XR 〈·〉�.�
0 
PEP II 9 3.1 0.5585 256 

KEK 8 3.5 0.4252 195 

SuperKEKB 7 4 0.2835 130 

CESR108 5.3 5.3 0.06 28 

Table A-1: Asymmetric colliders facilitate time evolution measurements with far better 

accuracy: the B meson decay lengths rely heavily on electron-positron energy spread. 

In general the following rule holds: the higher the energy difference the higher the de-

cay distance. 

                                                
108 Cornell Electron Positron Storage Ring 
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Appendix B: Pair creation of a 660nm Laser in Sili con 

 

The following formula gives the doping dependence of the energy band gap of silicon 

[101]: 

∆�¡  � �=�BG�_s ¾=�H_s"�  �TTÇÈ¾ HBCFÅ&
D
���./4�4&9�0 (B-1) 

where ê is the doping density, S the electronic charge, _s  BBÇÐ is the relative permit-

tivity of silicon, � is the Boltzmann’s constant and Ö the temperature in Kelvin. 

 

With help of equation (B-2) 

������u����  3&�  NÇB�ÈÐ Æ BC�FE�� K � Æ BCÅ
 )⁄GGC Æ BC�Ä
 � BÇ88��� (B-2) 

where ï is the Planck constant, © the speed of light and λ the wavelength, one can eas-

ily calculate the energy of a single photon for a laser wavelength of  λ= 660 nm: 

A laser pulse can be obtained by using a continuous wave (CW) laser in conjunction 

with an external pulse generator109 which transmits the light only during selected short 

time intervals. Ideally the laser pulse resembles a rectangle, in reality the rise and fall 

time of at least 5 ns [102] could have some impact if a very short laser pulse is applied. 

The power is measured in µW with an optical power meter110. In order to get the com-

parable energy of a single pulse it has to be converted in electronvolt and multiplied by 

the pulse length τ: 

�2�sL�����  T9î�72�sL���¶�BÇGCTBÐGÈGÈ Æ BC�FD �U ��⁄ K y (B-3) 

 

The number of photons produced with one laser pulse is simply the laser energy divid-

ed by the photon energy: 

!²3959�)  �2�sL�������u (B-4) 

 

                                                
109 Agilent 33250A 
110 Newport Optical Power Meter Model 1916-R 
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Another important factor influencing the e/h-pair creation rate stems from the p+ implant 

on the backside of the DEPFET sensor. Since all irradiation measurements were exe-

cuted on the backside of the DEPFT sensor the photons experience a charge carrier 

loss due to recombination, which is very difficult to evaluate. The doping density distri-

bution after several annealings can be approximated by half a Gaussian curve as 

shown in Figure B-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using the well-known mass action law ² Æ �  �t� and inserting a peak doping density 

of 1019 immediately after the SiO2 layer and an n-bulk doping of 1010, one calculates a 

very low electron density for this region. The high p+-n difference causes the recombi-

nation procedure to set in very quickly and almost no electron diffuses to the internal 

gate. As one moves closer to the p-n junction the doping concentration decreases and 

accordingly the recombination lifetime rises, so more electrons escape to the n-bulk 

area. A theoretical approach for calculating recombination rates and lifetimes is provid-

ed by Shockley-Read-Hall statistics which are described in [40]. However, this as-

sumes that one knows in detail the exact doping density distribution of the p+ implant. 

Figure B-2 illustrates the doping profile of the PXD6 sensor on the backside. The data 

was obtained with help of secondary ionizing mass spectroscopy (SIMS). A primary ion 

beam removes the p+ doping area layer by layer and a mass spectrometer determines 

the elemental composition of the surface. The data left to the first red bar must be ig-

nored as well as the narrow peak which is just an artefact from the transition silicon 

oxide to the almost 3 µm thick p+ layer. 
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Figure B-1: Cross sectional view on backside of DEPFET PXD6 sensor 
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Figure B-2: SIMS depth profiling on PXD6 backside. 

An alternative one simply does not care about all these “hard-to-get” parameters like 

pair creation energy or recombination rates which are anyway afflicted by more or less 

margins of error. Several companies111 are specialized to determine the whole detector 

response function depending on different laser wavelengths. The only requirement is a 

silicon diode with the corresponding characteristics. 

For the calculation of the reflectivity coefficient the 230 nm thick oxide layer has to be 

factored in. A thorough analysis also includes multiple scattering effects though this is 

better solved computer-assisted, for example with the open source software Âá�ë¬�¥���Ý. As a result the reflectivity for the PXD6 sensor is calculated at 34.88% and the 

beam intensity decreases in value to B �⁄ � �GÇ8Ó� after 3.88 µm. Putting everything 

together: 

with V the proportionate share of uncombined electrons diffusing from the p+ layer to 

the n-bulk (for the equivalent MIPs calculation in section 7.5.3 and 7.5.4 a V  BCÓ  

was assumed). Dividing the measured ADU value by the number of electron delivers 

the internal amplification 6}. 

                                                
111 e.g. Gigahertz-Optik GmbH 
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Appendix C: Radioactive Source Formulas 

A theoretical expression for the straight line distance ä an electron covers for reaching 

its final resting place is given by the Kanaya-Okayama formula [103]: 

:�
�  TÇÐG Æ BC�FF³��E D⁄XYÅ Ä⁄ .B U CÇÕÐ8 Æ BC�Ô��0E D⁄.B U BÇÕÈÐ Æ BC�Ô��0Ñ D⁄  (C-1) 

where ³�$� is the standard atomic weight, ������� the incident energy, X��6�&
�D� the 

density, Z the atomic number and the term in brackets is a relativistic correction of en-

ergy ��. The activity or actual number of decay events Ø.�0� of Cd-109 is calculated as: 

³.50  ³���[ �⁄ ��������î453��������� ≡ ��.T0�F �⁄  (C-2) 

Cd-109 has half-life �F �⁄  NGBÇÕ�(. The photon emission probabilities, available as 

number of photons per 100 disintegrations, are taken from [95]. Note that the total 

emission probability for Cd-109 shown in Table C-1 is higher than one. This is due to 

the vacancies in the K- and L-shells resulting from EC transitions, inner conversion and 

from the Auger effect. The interaction or absorption probabilities are calculated with 

help of equation (7-7) based on interpolated  � �⁄ -values taken from [94]. 

 

Cd-109  

Photon 

Emiss ions 

Energy 

[keV] 

Photons 

Source 

[100 disint.] 

Photons 

escaping 

Capsule 

Photo- 

absorption 

[50µm Si (%)] 

Final 

Absorption 

Sili con  

XL 3,191 10,37 �����	� 98,76 ������� 

XKa2 21,9906 29,21 	
����� 1,91 ������� 

XKa1 22,16317 55,1 �����
� 1,88 �����	 

XKb3,1,4 25,00 15,25 �
���� 1,46 ������	 

XKb2,4 25,48 2,65 	�	�� 1,39 �����
	 

γ 88,0336 3,66 
����� 0,10 ������� 

 Σ 116,235  without XL+γ 0,01516 

Total Emission Prob. 1,16235    

 

Table C-1: Photon emission and absorption probabilities 
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The Cd-109 source is encapsulated in a 1.02 mm Beryllium cover which is backed by 

0.127 mm silver. The combined attenuation is shown in column 4 of Table C-1. One 

can see that the Be-jacket with silver coating significantly impacts the absorption of XL 

rays, so this peak will not be visible in the detector. On the other side of the spectrum 

the high intensity γ-rays hardly interact with silicon, so again there will be no signal de-

tected from this energy region. The energy difference of the two XK peaks is merely 3 

keV, too low for the detector’s intrinsic resolution, hence just one peak will be recorded 

eventually. 

Concerning the source geometry as shown in Figure C-1 one has to consider that the 

radioactive source is collimated and therefore not all X-rays hit the sensor. Assuming a 

uniform emission distribution for all solid angles the sensor area can be treated as a 

sector of a sphere with radius corresponding to the source↔matrix distance of 10.1 

mm (1.1 mm capsule thickness, 5.9 mm collimator length, 1 mm distance PCB, 1.6 mm 

PCB thickness, 0.1 mm glue between PCB and DEPFET sensor, 0.4 mm matrix cavi-

ty). The calculated ratio between sphere and matrix area .BÇG Æ NÇ8�

�0 gives 180, 

thus the whole activity has to be adjusted by this denominator. 

 

  

Radioactive source ��������

Figure C-1: Radioactive source geometry 

10.1 mm 
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Appendix D: Optimized Test Setup Voltages 
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Appendix E: SwitcherB Sequence Simulation 

 

Figure E-1: SwitcherB sequence Gated Mode without readout comprising detail of column group 2 (8-15) 

and 3 (16-23). After 3 falling edges of ¦�� , the Gated Mode is activated for column group 2, another falling 

edge later the ����� pulses also turn to high for column group 3. Just enabled row 16 remains open for the 

whole gating period. After a Gated Mode duration of 230 ns the same strobe signals quickly pull out of the 

Gated Mode. The total time for the Gated Mode amounts to 300 ns. Three fast �¹ç signals ensure that 

normal read out resumes operation in the correct row 19. 
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Figure E-2: Gated mode without readout showing all switcher channels while entering 

and exiting the Gated Mode within 31.25 ns. 
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Figure E-3: Switcher sequence Gated Mode with readout. Upper part of the diagram shows a normal read 

& ����� operation. Rows are subsequently enabled for 100 ns and a short ����� pulse of 12.5 ns is exe-

cuted at the end. A falling edge of ¦��  while �¹ç is high initiates the Gated Mode. Rows currently enabled 

are read out but not cleared. After the falling edge of ¦��  the first column group is activated. The ����� 
changes immediately to low on activated channels. 
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Glossary 

Annealing: wafer annealing is a heating process that activates ion-implanted dopants, 

reduces structural defects and stress, and reduces interface charge at the silicon-

silicon dioxide interface. 

Auger Electron: when an electron of an inner shell is removed, leaving a hole, an 

electron from a higher energy level might jump to fill this hole. Energy must be simulta-

neously released. Most of the time this energy is released in the form of an emitted 

photon. Sometimes the energy is transferred to a third electron, the Auger electron, 

which is ejected from the atom carrying the excess energy in this radiationless process. 

Ball Grid Array (BGA): standard chip housing enabling both fast and high density 

connections for integrated circuits. The bottom surface instead of the perimeter is used 

for the connections of the device. 

Beta(tron) Function ^: the X-function is the envelope around all trajectories of the 

particles circulating in the collider. Within the collider’s magnet structure, which has a 

net focusing effect, the particles perform betatron oscillations with a position-dependent 

amplitude given by [104] 

X  I��_  

with I representing the cross-sectional size and _ the emittance of the beam bunch. 

The range of a particle’s transverse motion and the beta function as a measure of the 

beam cross-section depends on the beam focusing, which varies with position. If beta 

is low, the beam is narrower. 

Bhabha scattering: electron-positron scattering process exchanging a photon without 

annihilating. 

Bound ary scan chain: method for testing off-chip interconnections based on IEEE 

Standard 1149.1 

Buil t-in depletion region: bringing p-type and n-type doped silicon together the mo-

bile charge carriers diffuse away leaving back a depletion region with ionized donor or 

acceptor impurities. The extension of the depletion region depends on the built-in po-

tential which is caused by the workfunction difference hence on the doping concentra-

tion between n-type and p-type semiconductors. 

Cherenkov Radiation: When a charged particle travels faster than light does through 

a given medium, it emits Cherenkov radiation at an angle that depends on its velocity. 

The particle's velocity can be calculated from this angle. Velocity can then be combined 

with a measure of the particle's momentum to determine its mass, and therefore its 

identity. 

Chromaticity: the focusing strength of quadrupoles also depends on the beam mo-

mentum. Hence a spread in momentum which is natural in storage rings because of 
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synchrotron oscillations causes a spread in focusing strength. The relationship be-

tween the normalized tune spread and the normalized momentum spread is called 

chromaticity. In order to correct this tune spread it is necessary to increase the quadru-

pole focusing strength for higher momentum electrons having higher focal lengths, and 

decrease it for lower momentum electrons. Typically this is controlled with the addition 

of sextupole magnets. 

CMOS: complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor integrating both NMOS and PMOS 

circuits. Since only one of these transistor types is on at any given time, CMOS chips 

require significant less power making them very popular for integrated circuits. 

Common Mode Noise: the common mode noise represents a row-wise correlated 

pulse height variation of the DEPFET Matrix originating from low-frequency baseline 

fluctuations (e.g. RF pickup in the matrix, readout chip or PCB as well as variations of 

the supply voltages) [45]. 

Configurable digital log ic block (CLB): basic logic unit of FPGAs. The logic functions 

are implemented in lookup tables (LUTs) that are programmed with the outputs of a 

truth table. LUTs consist of one bit wide memory cell arrays being either in on or off 

state. The address lines for the memory cells are inputs of the logic block (or logic 

blocks) and the one bit output from the memory is the LUT output. The FPGA program 

defines the inputs to the CLBs selecting the content of one of the stored truth tables as 

output. Besides it selects the wire segments and switches for interconnection (routing) 

[105].  

Crosstalk: in electronics, crosstalk (XT) is a disturbance caused by the electric or 

magnetic fields of one circuit or channel creating an undesired effect in an adjacent 

circuit or channel (electromagnetic interference). 

DAC sett ings: digital-to-analog converters convert digital data to an analog signal. 

DCDB has 25 current-mode DACs (7-bits each) that generate bias currents (turned into 

voltages via resistors or diode connected transistors) for the analog channels. The 

DAC bits are stored in a JTAG accessible global configuration register. 

Electron capture: a parent nucleus may capture one of its own electrons, thereby 

changing a nuclear proton to a neutron and simultaneously emitting an electron neutri-

no. 

Emittance .a0: area in the phase space (ellipse) containing a certain fraction (90%) of 

beam particles. It remains constant throughout the whole beam transport system. In a 

collider, keeping the emittance small means, that the particles are confined to a small 

emission angle and have nearly the same momentum. Accordingly the likelihood of 

particle interactions will be greater resulting in higher luminosity. It has units of length 

and is measured in all three spatial dimensions. The dimension parallel to the motion of 

the particle is called the longitudinal emittance whereas the other two dimensions are 

referred to as the transverse emittances. Increasing the energy of the beam reduces 

the emittance. 
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Enclosed (design) transistors: standard CMOS processes use p-type substrate wa-

fers. Strong irradiation may lead to bulk and surface damages and provoke short cir-

cuits in the design. The effect is strongly pronounced under thick oxide regions, where 

leakage currents appear close to the interface. Especially nMOS transistors with a 

classical rectangular form would suffer from shallow surface channels if they are sepa-

rated only by lightly doped p-type silicon. Moreover, the charge accumulated at the 

ends of polysilicon gates may prevent them to be switched off completely. This is why, 

the use of enclosed NMOS transistor gates (“enclosed” means a circular design of the 

polysilicon gate) and p+-type guard-rings of increased doping were introduced espe-

cially for high energy physics experiments [106]. 

Exclusive & Inclusive Decay: exclusive means that a particular decay channel is 

considered, e.g. - � U/\1£. Inclusive means that all decays are considered, in which, 

e.g. a U/\ is produced. An example is - � U/\:, where ß is any final state kinematical-

ly possible. 

Flavor Phys ics: this term was created by Murray Gell-Mann together with his student 

Harald Fritzsch at an ice-cream store in Pasadena describing the species of elemen-

tary particles (leptons and quarks). 

GPIB: General Purpose Interface Bus represents an international standard for a paral-

lel bus providing a connection between a PC and measurement instruments or periph-

eral equipment like printers or plotters. 

Hourglass Effect:  reduction of luminosity due to the parabolic increase of the beta 

functions along the bunch during collision [107]. As a rule of thumb holds the lower the 

beta function the more distinctive the “hourglass bulbs”. 

Impact parameter: 3-dimensional point of the reconstructed track closest to the real 

starting point 

Infiniband cable: Infiniband is a computer-networking communications standard. It 

currently provides the fastest transfer rates available for copper cables. 

JTAG: the Joint Test Action Group originally developed the standard IEEE 1149.1 for 

testing finished printed circuit boards after manufacture. Nowadays JTAG protocols 

allow the programming, debugging and testing of integrated circuits, processors and 

FPGAs. 

LCIO: labels a persistence framework, which is to some extent a middleware. It assists 

and automates the storage of data into relational databases. Members of the Linear 

Collider Collaboration were soon realizing that all groups involved in linear collider de-

tector studies developed their own simulation software applications written in a variety 

of languages and different file formats. LCIO characterizes an effort to establish a 

common persistency scheme which would allow to share results and compare recon-

struction algorithms [108]. 
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LHCb: one of seven particle physics detector experiments at the LHC specialized in b-

physics. 

LVDS cable: twisted pair copper cables consuming low power and running at high 

speeds using a specific technical standard that specifies the electrical characteristics of 

a differential, serial communications protocol. 

Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV): MFV hypotheses puts a lower bound on the flavor 

effects generated by NP given by the flavor-violating couplings present in the SM. This 

means that all flavor changing transitions are governed by the CKM model with respect 

to CP violation [109]. In particular there are no FCNC processes at the tree level. 

Hence a sort of “worst case”-scenario for the flavor-violating couplings exists while 

larger effects are always possible in many scenarios beyond MFV. 

Multiplexer: a multiplexer is a device that has multiple inputs and forwards the select-

ed input line one after another to the single output at different times or speed. 

Occupancy: defined as the fraction of channels hit in each triggered event. 

Punch-through : punch-through denotes a short-channel effect (occurring whenever 

the channel length is of the same order of magnitude as the depletion layer widths) in a 

MOSFET where the depletion layers around the drain and source regions merge into a 

single depletion region. The field underneath the gate can no longer be effectively con-

trolled by the gate but becomes strongly dependent on the drain-source voltage. Hence 

punch-through causes a rapidly increasing parasitic current with increasing drain-

source voltage. This effect is undesirable as it increases the output conductance and 

limits the maximum operating voltage of the device. 

Quantum exc itation (radiation damping): the energy radiated per turn is quantized. 

The discreteness of photon emission causes the charged particles to undergo a ran-

dom walk or diffusion process hence increasing the oscillation amplitudes. 

Photopeak: arises when the gamma ray deposits all of its energy in the detector. The 

most likely interaction is the photoelectric effect, where an incident gamma essentially 

gives all its energy to eject an inner shell electron from one of the silicon atoms. The 

ejected electron exhibits a significant kinetic energy which is lost via exciting and ioniz-

ing additional silicon atoms. 

Printed circuit board (PCB): thin board made of layers of conductive and non-

conductive laminate material. Conductive tracks, pads and other features etched or 

“printed” onto the PCB board, connecting different components such as transistors, 

resistors and integrated circuits. 

Radiation length: mean distance over which a high-energy electrons loses all but B �⁄  

of its energy by electromagnetic interaction (bremsstrahlung) or where a high-energy 

photon loses Ð Õ⁄  of the mean free path for pair production. It is measured in 6 K &
��. 

Resistive Plate Chamber: gaseous parallel-plate detectors that combine good spatial 

resolution with a time resolution comparable to that of scintillators. 
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Ring buffer: the ring or circular buffer refers to an area in memory which is used to 

store incoming data in a circular software queue. When the buffer is filled, new data is 

written starting at the beginning of the buffer and overwriting the old (FIFO - first in first 

out principle). 

ROOT: ROOT is an object-oriented program and library for data processing developed 

by CERN. It provides among many other things automatic generation of histograms 

and graphs to view and analyze distributions and functions, regression analysis and 

other statistics tool, mathematical functions, access to databases and multivariate data 

analysis. 

Sakharov cond itions: in 1967 Russian physicist Andrei Sakharov, Nobel price award-

ee and developer of the Tsar Bomb the most powerful nuclear weapon ever detonated, 

formulated three conditions that a baryon-generating interaction must satisfy to pro-

duce matter and antimatter at different rates: 

• Baryon number violation 
• CP violation 
• Interactions out of thermal equilibriums 

Single event upset (SEU): ionizing radiation can cause a change of state in a flip-flop 

or a node in a micro-electronic device leading to an error output. 

Slow control: Slow Control Systems are used for setup and monitoring of hardware 

that is not time-critical, and can be run at a low priority. Slow Control systems in a typi-

cal experiment are often used to setup and/or monitor components such as high volt-

age modules, temperature sensors, pressure gauges, leak detectors, RF generators, 

PID controllers etc. often from a large number of hardware vendors. 

SMA: Sub Miniature version A fiber-optic cable coaxial connector that uses a threaded 

plug and socket. It has a screw type coupling mechanism and was the first connector 

for optical fibers to be standardized. 

SMU: source measurement unit is a power sourcing instrument that provides voltage 

and current sourcing and measurement at high precision.  

Synthesized Design: logic synthesis is one aspect of electronic design automation 

supported by a computer program, the so-called synthesis tool. It describes a process 

where a desired circuit behavior will be implemented into a specific design in terms of 

logic gates and sequential logic. 

Touschek effect:  the concentration of many electrons into small bunches increases 

the probability for large angle Coulomb collisions that lead to momentum transfers into 

the longitudinal phase space. If the RF-bucket acceptance is exceeded particles get 

lost. 

Transfer Curve (Transfer Function): relates the input signal to the generated digital 

output code. The transfer function looks like a staircase in which each tread represents 

a particular digital output code and each riser represents a transition between adjacent 

codes. These transitions are not sharply defined but resemble a probability function in 
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which the ADC converts more and more frequently to the next higher output code as 

the input current slowly increases. 

Via: a via is a small opening in an integrated circuit or PCB that allows a conductive 

connection between different insulated layers. 

ÇÇÇÇ%%%%à�à�à�à� file:  XML stands for eXtensible Mark-up Language representing a textual data 

format which is both human readable and machine readable. It is mainly used for a 

platform independent exchange of data between different computer systems especially 

via internet. XML is complementary to HTML in that sense that HTML is about display-

ing information, whereas XML is about describing information. 

Wiggler Magnet:  a wiggler magnet is made of a series of dipole magnets with alternat-

ing polarity so that the total bending angle is zero. The lateral deflection of charged 

particles create a change in acceleration which in turn produces synchrotron radiation. 

At SuperKEKB they are used to adjust emittance and damping time. 
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